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RESUMEN
El desarrollo acelerado de la industria en muchos países ha conducido a un aumento significativo de la utilización
de oleoductos en el transporte de petróleo, gas y productos químicos en los últimos años. Estos oleoductos
pueden extenderse a lo largo de cientos de kilómetros, cruzando zonas urbanas y rurales. Un pasillo apropiado,
se construye generalmente y se utiliza a menudo para más de una tubería. El espacio relativamente pequeño entre
las tuberías en el mismo pasillo implica un cierto riesgo asociado a la interacción potencial entre las tuberías. Dado
que en muchos casos los fluidos transportados son inflamables, una pérdida accidental de contención como una
fuga a través de un agujero o una grieta en una de las tuberías podría conducir a un accidente con graves
consecuencias para las personas, el equipo y el medio ambiente.
Si se produce una liberación de una de las tuberías, puede afectar seriamente a las otras por el llamado efecto
dominó. Los principales riesgos asociados a este efecto dominó son la erosión por chorros de arena-fluidos y la
acción térmica de los chorros en el caso de la ignición del material liberado. Este tipo particular de escenarios
accidentales puede multiplicar la escala de un accidente y, por lo tanto, la gravedad de sus consecuencias. Por
supuesto, los escenarios más graves que pueden ocurrir es el desarrollo de un dardo de fuego de una de las
tuberías. En esta situación, el flujo térmico que llega a otro tubo es muy alto, especialmente si hay un impacto de
llama, y puede dañar el objetivo secundario ampliando la escala del accidente y este escenario no ha sido
suficientemente analizado todavía.
Con este fin, se ha diseñado un set-up experimental de laboratorio para obtener datos relativos a los incendios
con chorro de propano que afectan a una tubería que transporta un gas o un líquido con el fin de cuantificar la
respuesta térmica de un obyecto “secundario" en las diferentes situaciones posibles.
En este set-up experimental, las mediciones del flujo de calor, la presión y la temperatura para las diversas tasas
de liberación de propano deben realizarse con la instrumentación adecuada. El objetivo de esta tesis es diseñar
un sistema para obtener y recoger datos de estos diferentes dispositivos con el fin de dar información sobre las
condiciones a las que la tubería se somete en el caso de un incendio.
Inicialmente, se ha diseñado un sistema de adquisición de datos de acuerdo con estudios anteriores y teniendo
en cuenta la instrumentación y el espacio disponibles del sitio experimental. Posteriormente, se han realizado
pruebas preliminares para caracterizar el estado de fuego del chorro, identificar la mejor posición para el equipo,
ajustar el instrumental y probar el funcionamiento de todos los elementos del sistema.
Sobre la base de estos resultados, se ha montado un conjunto del sistema de adquisición de datos. Por último,
se ha definido el protocolo experimental que detalla todas las operaciones a seguir para realizar un ensayo.
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ABSTRACT
The accelerated development of industry in many countries has led to a significant rise of the use of pipelines
in the transportation of oil, gas, and chemicals in recent years. These pipelines may lay over hundreds of
kilometers, crossing urban and rural zones. An appropriate corridor, a hallway, is usually constructed and is
often used for more than one pipe. The relatively small space between the pipes in the same hallway involves
a certain risk associated to the potential interaction between the pipelines. Since in many cases the
transported fluids are flammable, an accidental loss of containment such as a leak through a hole or a crack
in one of the pipes could lead to an accident with severe consequences on people, equipment and
environment.
If a release from one of the pipes occurs, it can seriously affect the others by the so-called domino effect. The
main risks associated with this domino effect are erosion by fluid-sand jets and thermal action of jet fires in
the case of ignition of the released material. This particular type of accidental scenarios can multiply the scale
of an accident and, thus, the severity of its consequences. For sure, the most severe scenarios that can occur
is the development of a jet fire from one of the pipes. In this situation, the thermal flux reaching another pipe
is very high, especially if there is a flame impingement, and it can damage the secondary target enlarging the
scale of the accident and this scenario has not been sufficiently analyzed yet.
For this purpose, a laboratory experimental set-up was designed to be used to obtain data concerning
propane jet fires impinging on a pipe conveying a gas or a liquid in order to quantify the thermal response of
a “secondary” object in the different possible situations.
In this experimental set-up, measurements of heat flux, pressure, and temperature for various release rates
of propane were performed with the adequate instrumentation. The aim of this thesis is to design a system
to obtain and collect data from these different devices in order to give information on the conditions to which
the pipe is subjected in the case of a fire. Initially, a data acquisition system was designed according to
previous studies and considering the available instrumentation and space of the experimental site.
Subsequently, preliminary tests were performed to characterize the jet fire condition, identify the best
position for the equipment, adjust the instrumentation and test the operation of the all system elements.
Based on these results, a set-up of the data acquisition system was assembled. Finally, the experimental
protocol detailing all the operations to follow to perform a test was defined.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Risk and hazards

Due to a population growth and the associated need for more materials and goods, the production of
chemicals has seen a considerable increase during the past decades. Then also, the use, storage, processing,
and transportation of hazardous substances have seen a notable growth together with chemical plants built
around the world. These plants are often physically located in groups in integrated industrial parks or in
chemical clusters. The concentration of plants into integrated sites started in the 1960s, leading to a
progressive increase in complexity and extension of industrial sites. This growth of the process industry, and
consequently, of the associated transportation of hazardous materials, has brought to a simpler life, but also
to an increase of potential hazards of severe accidents, called major accidents. Major accidents have been
defined by the Council Directive 96/82/EC on the Control of Major Accident Hazards Directive (1997) as “an
occurrence such as a major emission, fire, or explosion resulting from uncontrolled developments in the course
of the operation of any establishment, and leading to serious danger to human health and/or the
environment, immediate or delayed, inside or outside the establishment, and involving one or more
dangerous substances”.
In general, the accidents that occur in the process industry are generally reported with the release of a
dangerous substance like flammable or toxic products in gas or liquid phase. This release can happen for
different causes, for example, due to a breakup of a pipeline, an explosion of a pressurized container, etc.
Different types of consequences could occur as thermal radiation, wave of pressure, projection of fragments
and release in the environment of toxic contaminants. An accident can also be provoked by another accident
through the domino effect. Major accidents in the chemical industry have occurred worldwide, among them,
a relevant number of severe “domino” accidents are documented for chemical and process plants.
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1.2 Domino Effect
As a result of the concentration of activities within chemical clusters, an accident could have a simultaneous
impact on a closer plant units. A “domino effect” can take place, causing the escalation of a primary accident
and the propagation of the initiating event possibly involving multiple equipment and units.
Various definitions of domino effect can be found in the literature, being the most accepted the one proposed
by Reniers and Cozzani (2013), and one of the first definitions of domino effect given by Delvosalle (1998):
•

“an accident in which a primary unwanted event propagates within an equipment (“temporally”),
or/and to nearby equipment (“spatially”), sequentially or simultaneously, triggering one or more
secondary unwanted events, in turn possibly triggering further (higher order) unwanted events,
resulting in overall consequences more severe than those of the primary.” (Reniers & Cozzani, 2013).

•

“a cascade of events in which the consequences of a previous accident are increased both spatially
and temporally by the following ones, thus leading to a major accident” (Delvosalle, 1998).

Evidences of the severity of accidents involving domino effects led to important efforts for the prevention of
domino accident scenarios. In Europe the hazard of domino effect is recognized in the legislation since first
Seveso Directive (Directive 82/501/EEC), which required the assessment of domino hazards in all plants
falling under the obligation to issue a “safety report”.
Article 9 of the Seveso-III European Directive (Directive 2012/18/EU) is specifically dedicated to domino
effects, requiring assessing domino scenarios that may propagate a primary accident to nearby plants.
Domino effects are thus officially recognized in the European Directive in relation to major accident hazards.

1.2.1 Elements of a Domino Accident
There are some common elements that can be found in all definitions regarding domino effect. In Table 1.1
some definitions are gathered concerning the common elements of every domino accident that Reniers and
Cozzani (2013) have given.
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Element

Definition

Primary scenario

Accidental scenario that starts a domino effect propagating and escalating
to the other process or storage units, triggering one or several secondary
accident scenarios.

Secondary scenario

Accidental scenario caused by the impact of an escalation vector generated
by a primary accident scenario.

Propagation

In case of a spatial domino effect, the propagation indicates the
involvement of other units or equipment items, present at different
positions with respect to that of the primary accident. In case of a
temporally domino effect, there is the propagation within the same unit or
equipment item.

Escalation

The intensification of the overall consequences of an undesired event.

Escalation vector

A vector of physical effects generated by the primary accident scenario.

Table 1.1: Elements Needed for a Domino Accident (Reniers & Cozzani, 2013).

The main element that identifies scenarios where a domino effect takes place is the “propagation” effect.
A domino effect sequence begins with a primary event (primary scenario) and, through the escalation
vectors, secondary events can take place. This development of the accident from a primary accident to one
or more accidents is defined as propagation.
But another important element is the escalation, because the propagation alone cannot lead to a scenario
as a domino effect.
The primary events are only explosion (escalation vectors: overpressure, fragment projection) and fire
(escalation vectors: flame impingement, radiation). The gas cloud is not considered as a primary event,
because this can develop as explosion, fire or as toxic cloud, that however, it does not cause secondary events
that include escalation vectors.
The potential escalation vector associated with the different types of accidents are showed in Table 1.2
(Casal, 2018).
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Primary Scenario

Escalation Vector

Pool Fire

Thermal radiation, flame engulfment

Jet Fire

Thermal radiation, flame impingement

Fireball

Thermal radiation, flame engulfment

Flash Fire

Flame engulfment

Vessel explosion, BLEVE

Overpressure, fragment ejection

Confined explosion

Overpressure

Vapour cloud explosion

Overpressure, fragment engulfment

Table 1.2: Types of Accidents and Escalation Vectors (Casal, 2018).

The type of escalation vector can have a notable importance on the occurrence of a domino effect. Some
types of fires, for example, emit high thermal power in comparison to others, and this can seriously damage
the near equipment. Another important factor is the duration of the phenomenon. Some accidents, like a
flash fire, are in contact with the equipment for a very short time while other kind of accidents can remain
for a longer time. In any case, the factor that can influence significantly the propagation of the accident is the
separation distances between the primary unit and the other possible targets.

1.2.2 Main Features of the Accidents Involving Domino Effect
Survey of past accidents becomes the way to discover the elements of major accidents involved in domino
effect. The study of these accidents provides evidences of what went wrong and can lead to the identification
of a number of features helpful for risk assessment.
These surveys serve to identify the main features and sequences of the domino effect, as the substances
involved, the origin and the cause of domino accidents.
Bagster and Pitblado (1991) studied the frequency and likelihood of domino accidents in a pioneering work.
After this, another survey of accidents that involved domino effects was find;
Kourniotis et al. (2000) performed a survey on a total of 207 accidents, 80 of which involved domino effect,
and Ronza et al. (2003) studied 108 accidents occurred in port areas.
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With a much more specific approach, Gómez-Mares, et al. (2008) published a survey on accidents involving
jet fires, 50% of which had been the primary event of a domino effect sequence. Darbra et al. (2010)
performed a historical analysis on 225 accidents and then Abdolhamidzadeh et al. (2011) published another
survey on 224 accidents also involving domino effects. In these last two papers the main features of the
accidents were analysed: substances involved, origin, primary events, and consequences.
Finally a historical survey was performed with some aspects similar to the previous ones, dealing with a much
larger number of accidents, 330 accidents involving domino effect, occurred in process/storage plants and in
the transportation of hazardous materials (Hemmatian, Abdolhamidzadeh, Darbra, & Casal, 2014) where for
the purpose of the survey the definition of domino effect proposed by Delvosalle (1998) was used.
Accidents involving domino effect can be found in specialized literature, from reports of certain institutions
and in appropriate databases even if often there is not complete information.
The substance most frequently involved in domino accidents is LPG (22%) followed by gasoline (10%) and Oil
(9%), as shown in Table 1.3. All other hydrocarbons represent the 57% of the accidents. Domino accidents
generally involve more than one substance, for this reason the percentage overcomes 100%. It is important
to underline that often the database does not have precise information on the contribution of each
substances to the accident.
Substances

No. of Accidents Percentage

LPG

72

22

Gasoline

33

10

Oil

29

9

Gas oil/fuel oil

20

6

Naphtha

14

4

Vinyl chlorine

13

4

Chlorine

11

3

Natural Gas

11

3

Ammonia

10

3

Ethylene oxide

10

3

Other chemical substances

314

95

Total

537

162

Table 1.3: Substances involved in domino accidents (Hemmatian et al., 2014).
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In Table 1.4 another interesting aspect is shown, the activity in which domino effect has taken place. The
highest percentage of accidents took place in process plants and storage facilities because these activities
have a high degree of congestion increasing the probability of a domino effect.
General Origin No. of Accidents Overall Percentage
Process

127

38.5

Storage

109

33.0

Transport

53

16.1

Transfer

35

10.6

Other

27

8.1

Total

351

106.3

Table 1.4: Activity where the accident occurred. (Hemmatian et al., 2014).

In Table 1.5 the causes of the primary accident are shown. Understanding the causes of accidents is a helpful
aspect for prevention purposes. Although the information came from a variety of sources, the MHIDAS
(Major Hazardous Incident Data Service) database categories were used for the generic causes: external
events, mechanical failure, human error, impact failure, violent reaction (runaway reaction), instrument
failure, and upset process conditions and services failure. The common cause was mechanical failure (35.2%),
overpressure and overheating. Again, the number of general causes can be higher than the total number of
domino accidents because some accidents may have more causes at the same time.
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General Cause

Specific Cause

No. of Accidents

Mechanical failure (35.2%)

Overpressure

14

Overheating

13

Other metallurgical failure

10

Leaking coupling or flange

9

Leaking or passing valve

8

Hose

6

Corrosion

4

Fatigue

4

Leaking gland or seal

4

Relief valve failure

4

Weld failure

4

Brittle failure

3

Other

4

Fire

49

Explosion

28

Lightning

14

Extreme temperatures

3

Natural disasters

4

Sabotage

2

Maintenance

16

General operation

15

Overfilling

12

Design error

10

Procedures

8

Management

7

Other

8

Rail accident

33

Other vehicle

6

Heavy object

5

Other

3

Runaway reaction

11

Confined explosion

8

-

17

External events (29.4%)

Human Factor (24.6%)

Impact failure (16.7%)

Violent reaction (8.5%)

Other (9.2%)

Table 1.5: Specific cause of accidents. (Hemmatian et al., 2014).
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Finally, in Table 1.6 the origins from which domino accidents started are shown. Atmospheric pressure
storage vessels (18.6%), portable transport containers and rail tanker (both 13.5%) have the highest
percentages as for specific origin.

Specific Origin

No. of Accidents Percentage

Atmospheric pressure storage vessels

58

18.6

Portable transport containers

42

13.5

Rail tanker (tank cars)

42

13.5

Process vessels

32

10.3

On-plant pipes and associated valves

30

9.6

Pressurized storage vessels

28

9.0

Reactor

19

6.1

Tank container

19

6.1

Ship

13

4.2

Pump

11

3.5

Pipeline

10

3.2

Road tanker

8

2.6

Heat exchanger

7

2.2

Other

15

4.9

Total

334

107.3

Table 1.6: Specific origin of domino accidents. (Hemmatian et al., 2014).

1.3 Risks associated to pipelines
With the rapid development of industry, the demand to transport huge amounts of oil and other fluids to
large distances, and to distribute them to the points where they are used has increased (Ramírez-Camacho,
Pastor, Casal, Amaya-Gómez, & Muñoz-Giraldo, 2015).
Figure 1.1 shows this increasing trend of the total length of European gas transmission pipelines (European
Gas Pipeline Incident Data Group, 2015).
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Figure 1.1: Variation of the total length of European gas transmission pipelines (EGIG, 2015).

Pipelines are the safest and most economical way to transport large amounts of substances over long
distances, for this reason the number of pipelines that are proposed or under construction is increasing year
by year, connecting different regions of a country and, more and more, different countries (Casal, 2018).
However, a hallway must be designed to allow this path. Such a hallway is often difficult to establish and it
can be very expensive, and in many cases, it is used for more than one pipe. Thus, parallel pipes, sometimes
with a short separation between them, transporting gas, oil or water over long distances can be often found.
Hallways have sometimes a dense arrangement of parallel and crossing pipes and utilities, where hazardous
fluids are being conveyed. This implies a certain risk associated to the potential interaction of these systems.
In these situations, if an accident from a pipe takes place another closer pipe could be affected.
This has happened in diverse accidents, with severe consequences on people or with environmental impact.
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The loss of containment can occur for different reasons (Casal, 2018):
•

the pipe: design, construction, ageing, vibrations, corrosion, etc.;

•

the fluid: erosion and chemical attack;

•

incorrect operation (overpressure);

•

third-party actions: excavating machinery, impacts (trucks), and sabotage;

•

other infrastructures: loads (roads and car parks), erosion from another pipe;

•

natural disasters: landslides, floods, and forest fires.

Two surveys (Bubbico, Carbone, Ramírez-Camacho, Pastor, & Casal, 2016; Ramírez-Camacho, Carbone,
Pastor, Bubbico, & Casal, 2017), showed that third party activities were found to be the most common cause
of damage to pipelines (approximately 38%), independently of all substance categories and of the release
severity, with the majority of damage caused during excavation activities (around 30%). The second main
causes of loss of containment are both corrosion (21%) and mechanical failures (20%). In these two surveys
we can also find that the materials that were most commonly involved were gasoline (around 29%), natural
gas (27%), and crude oil (27%), other substances like diesel, jet fuel and LPG were involved with a percentage
smaller than 5%. Unlike gas, liquids are the most frequently involved (74% of all cases). The analysis for the
type of hazard associated with the released materials (toxic, flammable, corrosive) showed that flammable
materials are involved in 98.5% of the cases. After a hazardous substance release from a pipeline, the
accidental sequence can follow diverse paths according to the released material properties (flammability,
toxicity and volatility), the pipeline situation (underground or surface), the release characteristics (full bore
rupture, a hole, etc.), the meteorological conditions and the environmental circumstances (urban, rural). All
this possibilities are summarized in Figure 1.2 (Ramírez-Camacho et al., 2017).
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Figure 1.2: Possible sequences following a release from a pipeline (Ramírez-Camacho et al., 2017).

An important aspect is if the pipe is aerial or buried. When it is aerial and the fluid is flammable, there is the
possibility of immediate ignition especially in a zone with human activity. In this case there will be a jet fire if
the released material is a gas, or (more probably) a pool fire if it is a liquid.
If there is no ignition, the liquid will pollute the soil, with the possibility to reach and contaminate also a near
torrent or a creek. In case of volatile liquid, the substance will also disperse into the atmosphere. But, if the
material is flammable, there will be the possibility of delayed ignition. In this case, there can be a flash fire or
a vapour cloud explosion followed by pool fire (liquid) or a jet fire (gas). In buried pipes the situation will
change depending on whether the initial release originated a crater. If there is crater, a similar situation of
an aerial pipe will occur, there can be an immediate ignition, with a jet fire (gas release) or a pool fire (liquid
release). Again, if there is late ignition, a flash fire or a vapour cloud explosion can occur, followed by a jet
fire (gas) or a pool fire (liquid release).
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Without any ignition, environmental pollution will occur. If there is no crater, liquid will enter the soil and
possibly create a pool above ground, while a gas can flow through the pores of the soil into the atmosphere.
Then, the possible final accidental scenario can flash fire, pool fire, jet fire, a vapour cloud explosion or
environmental pollution. For natural gas and high-volatility hydrocarbons the hazard associated are fire and
explosion involving risk to the population, whereas oil generally involves risk to the environment.

1.3.1 Domino Effect in Parallel Pipelines
It is possible to find a particular case of domino effect that affects parallel pipelines. As mentioned above,
pipelines can be laid over many kilometres and need a hallway to pass through, but usually hallways tend to
be used for more than one pipeline. Thus, the separation distance between the pipelines is often very short.
In these situations, it is possible that an accident occurs from a pipeline and affects another close pipe. This
has happened in diverse accidents, with severe consequences on people or with environmental impact. As a
result, erosion and thermal impact are possible escalation factors (Casal, 2018). The initiating event is a jet
released by one of the pipes through a hole. The potential domino effect sequences depend on various
factors as the pipelines are aerial or buried and if the substances are flammable or not. The diverse possible
sequences have been summarized in Figure 1.3 (Ramírez-Camacho et al., 2015).

Figure 1.3: Domino effect sequences following a jet release from the source pipe (Ramírez-Camacho et al., 2015).
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In aerial pipes, if the fluid of the source pipe is flammable and is ignited, there can be a certain flames
impingement probability on the target pipe. If the target pipe is carrying gas and it is not adequately
fireproofed, the probability of failure in a rather short time is very high. On the other hand, if the target pipe
conveys a high flow at high pressure, the heat transfer coefficient to internal fluid could be sufficient to
prevent failure. Instead, if the target pipe conveys two-phase flow, the possibility of pipe failure due to the
high temperature reached by the pipe wall should also be considered. Anyway, if the pipe conveys a liquid,
this will cool the pipe wall avoiding pipe failure. However, if the flow in the target pipe is shut off because
the blocking valves are shutdown, to pipe failure could occur again. If there is no flames impingement, the
target pipe will not probably be affected. Even though, if it receives a strong thermal radiation and it conveys
a gas it could still fail. If the released fluid is flammable and there is late ignition, a flash-fire or an explosion
can still occur. In this case, with the explosion of one pipe both pipes could be damaged, or the jet fire
following the fire flashing back could affect the target pipe. But, if both pipes are buried, the situation is a
little bit different. If the release is flammable there is the possibility of ignition, only if the released jet or an
explosion creates a crater. In this case, the diverse situations are similar to those previously described. In the
opposite case, in which there is no ignition but the jet impinges on the target pipe, it will contain solid
particles and the resulting jet will be highly abrasive.
An important aspect is the duration of the release. In aerial pipes, the loss of containment will probably be
detected. Instead, if the source pipe is buried, the detection will be more difficult and if the hole in the source
pipe is small and the released flow rate is not detected, the probability that it will finally cause another release
in the target pipe is rather high. If there is no direct jet impingement, the fluid/solid blasting action could
erode it, decreasing its thickness in such a way that it could be unable to stand the inside pressure and it
would fail. At the end, if there is no immediate ignition but the released fluid is flammable, a flash-fire and/or
an explosion can still occur. This will happen if a liquid after saturating the soil flows above ground and
evaporates, or if the released gas flows through the soil and enters into the atmosphere. If this happens and
a crater has been formed, the fire will travel back to the fluid outlet and a jet fire will occur, with the
subsequent potential damage to the target pipe.
This survey confirms that when parallel pipelines are installed in the same hallway, the possibility of a loss of
containment in one of them affecting the others should not be neglected. The so called domino effect could
develop through erosion by a fluid/soil abrasive jet in buried pipes, or thermal impact by a jet fire, mainly in
aerial pipes, in the case of flammable substances. This has a relevant influence on the failure frequency of
the system, which should not be neglected in a risk assessment (Ramírez-Camacho et al., 2015).
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1.3.2 Jet Fires in Pipelines

A survey of 1063 accidents occurred in onshore pipelines allowed the development of detailed event trees
for the different categories of hazardous material (Bubbico et al., 2016). These classes, based on their flash
point (Tf), are compressed gases (291 entries, most of the natural gas), pressurized liquefied gas (50 entries,
most of them LPG), volatile liquids with Tf≤21°C (608 entries, most of them gasoline and crude oil), lowvolatile liquids with Tf >21°C (114 entries, most of them jet fuel and diesel oil). The quantitative treatment of
the event trees gave the probabilities of occurrence of each type of post release event (Table 1.7).
Type of Fluid

Event

Probability

Compressed gases

Jet fire

0.410

Fireball

0.111

Flash fire

0.074

Vapour cloud explosion

0.314

No. of consequences

0.380

Jet fire + (pool fire)

0.465

Fireball

0.047

Flash fire

0.140

Vapour cloud explosion

0.302

No ignition

0.488

Jet fire

0.024

Pool fire

0.057

Flash fire

0.046

Vapour cloud explosion

0.051

No fire/explosion

0.882

Jet fire

0.009

Pool fire

0.053

No fire

0.938

Pressurized liquefied gases

Volatile liquids

Low-volatility liquids

Table 1.7: Loss of containment probabilities in pipelines.
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Obviously, the probabilities of each category can be more than one because some final accidents can happen
simultaneously. It is possible to notice that jet fire has, in general, the probabilities of occurrence higher than
the other possible events. This is one of the reasons why jet fires can be so important from the point of view
of risk analysis of pipelines. As compared with pool fires, jet fires are commonly much smaller and the thermal
radiation emitted by them is relatively reduced. For this reason, jet fire is important only at very short
distances, because thermal radiation decreases very quickly as the distance from the flames increases.
Moreover, probability of jet flame impingement on another pipeline with the associated domino effect is
rather high. When a jet fire occurs from one of the pipes the thermal flux reaching another pipe is very high,
especially if there is a flame impingement. This can damage the secondary target hence increasing the scale
of the accident.
However, this situation has not been sufficiently analysed yet. In parallel pipeline systems serious accidents
have occurred. A relevant case history of domino effect in parallel pipelines occurred near Rapid City
(Manitoba, Canada) on July 1995 (Canada, 1997).
In that place there were six parallel pipelines in the same corridor, all of them transporting natural gas and
with different outside nominal diameters. In the early morning one of this line, operating at a pressure of
60.7 bar, ruptured very near the station. The cause of the rupture was a stress overload at a major preexisting external stress corrosion cracking. The explosion and subsequent fire affected this station, damaging
its equipment and causing light injuries to the operator. After few minutes of the isolating of the first pipeline
another adjacent parallel pipeline located at a distance of 7 meters failed due to the action of the fire, but
after one minute also this line was isolated. Another third parallel pipeline located one meter under the two
above-mentioned lines was lightly exposed to fire and its protective coating was damaged. The ruptures
created a crater approximately 23 m wide, 51 m long and 5 m deep. It was estimated that 1,600,000 m3 of
natural gas were consumed by fire, burning an area of approximately 20 hectares.

1.3.3 Tools for the risk analysis in pipelines
The analysis of diverse accidents confirms that when parallel pipelines are installed in the same hallway, the
possibility of a loss of containment in one of them affecting the others should not be neglected. The domino
effect in parallel pipelines has associated two potential damages, the erosion by a fluid–soil abrasive jet in
buried pipes, or thermal impact by a jet fire, in the case of flammable substances. In a risk assessment, this
involves a direct effect on the failure frequency of the system, which should not be neglected.
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Thus, the domino effect in pipelines is an event that can be manifested with a certain frequency and with
different magnitude. The increase around the world of this kind of accidents has pointed out the demand to
reduce the risk of these, preventing them and reducing their severity.
Up to date, this scenario is not sufficiently studied, and this underlines the demand of models able to
determine the probability and the consequence of these kinds of accidents.
Ramírez-Camacho et al. (2015), performed an analysis that shows that the overall failure frequency depends on

the geometry of the system, pipes diameter and distance between pipes, protection measures and location.
This study is the only in which a mathematical model has been developed to estimate the probability of
domino effect in pipelines.
According to the configuration of the accidental scenarios found in the literature survey, an analysis of the
influence of the diverse variables on the domino effect probability was carried out. The behaviours of this
probability have been observed to decrease when the distance between both pipes increases, and when the
diameter of the source pipe increases and the diameter of the target pipe decreases.
It has been highlighted that the probability can reach significant values, between 0.2 and 0.3, for short
separation distances and large diameters of the target pipe (Ramírez-Camacho et al., 2015). This probability
has relevant safety implications In fact, it implies an increase of the overall pipeline failure frequency. Taking
into account the probability of domino effect will provide more realistic and accurate risk analysis results.
This model has been developed with initial simplifications and for this reason is not applicable in all the cases.
Therefore, it is necessary to do other works in order to improve the model considering other existing pipelines
configurations like crossing pipes in urban zones.
To do that it is indispensably to continue to study these kinds of accidents and make experimental tests that
can improve this model or be used to develop new ones.
Another tool for the analysis of the risk in pipelines is using Computational Field Dynamics (CFD) models.
These models are mathematically very complex and demand an elevated computational power and very long
time of execution. CFD models are based on the resolution of the motion equations of fluid of Navier-Stokes.
These equations describe in differential form the balance of the mass, energy and quantity of motion of a
system. Moreover, CFD modelling structures need of other sub-models that describe the physical changes
and the chemical reactions that happen inside the flame. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models are
used to describe many different types of scenarios. In fire analyses CFD can provide more detailed
information of the related fire effects, considering complex geometries and representing small and large
scale fires.
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Consequently, simulation results should be validated, in order to evaluate the predictive capabilities of these
tools. To do that, data simulation should be compared with experimental data, allowing to adjust the
simulation to improve the accuracy of the results before its use for real situations (Rengel et al., 2018).

1.4 Objectives
The main objectives of this thesis are the design and set up of a data acquisition system for a laboratory scale
experimental jet fire facility dedicated to the analysis of pipelines domino effect triggered by jet fires.
The experimental set-up is envisaged to provide data concerning propane jet fires impinging on a pipe
conveying a gas or a liquid (stagnant or continuous flow) in order to quantify the thermal response of the
target pipe in the different possible situations.
The acquired results from the experimental tests will be used to establish a comparison between the
laboratory scale results and the information from real accidents in industry, in order to validate and improve,
the mathematical model concerning the probability of occurrence of domino effect in pipelines developed
by Ramirez-Camacho (Ramírez-Camacho et al., 2015). Moreover, jet fire data from this set-up can contribute
significantly to the validation of simulations using CFD tools.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
SET-UP
2.1 General description

The purpose of the experimental setup is to analyse domino accidents in pipelines, triggered by jet fires. For
this aim, a laboratory scale experimental set-up were designed and constructed to obtain data, concerning
propane jet fire impinging on a pipe conveying a gas or liquid, in order to study the thermal response of a
“secondary” object against heat radiation or thermal impact of direct flame contact in different possible
situations (angle and surface of impingement, the zone of the jet fire in contact with the pipe, etc.).
The experimental set-up has two key elements, a heat source and the target equipment (industrial pipe),
allowing the precise quantification of the thermal response of the target pipe. The jet fires can involve partial
or total fire engulfment of pipe in the fire.
The experimental tests were carried out in the indoor specialized fire-testing laboratory of the Centre for
Technological Risk Studies (CERTEC), in the Escola d’Enginyeria de Barcelona Est (EEBE) of Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), which is well equipped for small-scale fire tests. The dimensions of the
laboratory are 10 m × 6.8 m × 4 m (length × width × height).
The laboratory is equipped with a ventilation system, water and compressed air supply connections and
portable fire extinguishers. The laboratory is separated into two rooms, one for the monitoring and collection
of data and the other one for performing the tests. The control room is protected with a firebreak door, an
observation window and a hole to allow the access of the electric connections from the adjacent room.
The calculations, the main elements of the experimental set up and their design considerations are described
deeply in the work of Marín (2019), in the following sections a brief presentation of all these elements is
presented.
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2.2 Jet fire section
2.2.1 Purpose
In this part the most important specifications for the design of the jet fire section are introduced. The purpose
of this section of the experimental facility is to reproduce an accidental loss of containment from a
pressurized pipeline through a hole. In such events, the main consequence is a release of flammable gas that
could lead to a jet fire in the case of an immediate ignition.

2.2.2 Main elements
The main elements of the jet fire section are described in this section. A series of valves and measuring
instruments were employed in order to increase operability of the setup, i.e. to have a diverse range of jet
flame length and to ensure safety at all times.
For safety purposes, two safety valves were installed, in order to control the system in case of emergency
conditions. A pressurized bottle with relevant piping, fittings and accessories was used as the source fuel gas.
For controlling the fuel flow rate, a flow meter was located downstream of the pressure regulating valve.
Finally, a series of interchangeable nozzle, with different ranging orifice diameters, were selected to release
the fuel for generating jet fire. All the above mentioned devices were installed on a portable structure,
equipped with lockable wheels allowing to move the structure to increase operational flexibility during the
tests. Some details of all parts will be introduced in the following sections. A general scheme of the jet fire
section is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Jet fire section facility scheme.

For a jet fire source, a 35 kg pressurized propane industrial cylinder of the brand Repsol was selected. An
industrial cylinder was chosen for its major capacity of stored combustible and for its easier transport to the
experimental test location.
For the manufacturing of the setup body, the aluminium was used because of its ductility, lower mass density,
and its economic price compared to the others. Instead, regarding to the high pressure of fluid in system,
aluminium is not opportune for the tubes and instruments conveying propane gas, so, stainless steel 316 was
chosen.
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Regarding the maximum estimated flow rate of propane gas in the system and in line with the engineering
standards, a diameter of 12.7 mm, (equivalent to ½ inch) for all the main tubing parts of the system was
adopted. The diameter of 12.7 mm guarantees the compatibility with various instruments, valves, and fittings

2.2.3 Experimental facility components
In this section the specifications of the experimental setup components and instrumentations are described
in detail. The Swagelok Ibérica Company were employed to carry out the sketch, the construction of the jet
fire section and also for provide all the parts of the setup facility. A real image of the experimental facility is
shown in the following Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Real image of the experimental facility of the jet fire section.
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For a better understanding of the facility the legend of the components is shown in the following Table 2.1.

No.

Item

Reference

1

Flexible Hose

HS-01

2

Manual Valve (on bottle)

VLV-00

3

Manual Needle Valve

VLV-01

4

Electrical Solenoid Valve

ESV-01

5

Pressure Regulator Valve

PCV-01

6

Manometer

PG-01

7

Flowmeter

FM-01

8

Flexible Hose

HS-02

9

Pressure Transducer

PT-01

10

Interchangeable Nozzles (4, 6, 8 mm)

NZ-01

Table 2.1: Legend of the components of the experimental set-up.

The jet fire section is divided into three main parts, the “Fuel section”, the “Regulation panel” and the “Jet
fire generating section”. The specifications of the abovementioned parts are described in the follow.

2.2.3.1 Fuel Section

The fuel section, as described below, consists in an industrial propane bottle at 9.5 bar equipped with a
manual valve. A hose was installed with a diameter of is 3/8 inch between the bottle and the inlet connection
of setup because of the standard size of industrial propane cylinders. An adapter joint was placed to connect
the 3/8 inch hose to 1/2 inch setup inlet tube. This hose connection could resist against a pressure up to 20
bar.
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2.2.3.2 Regulation Panel

This section was designed to control and handle the operating condition of gas release in order to reach the
required jet fire geometry. A photo of the panel with its elements is presented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Control and measurement panel.

The needle valve (VLV-01), electrical solenoid valve (ESV-01), pressure regulator valve (PCV-01) together with
the manometer (PG-01) and the variable area flowmeter (FM-01) are described in the follow:
•

Manual needle valve (VLV-01): the manual needle valve was provided for opening and closure the
propane circuit in the setup (Figure 2.4). This type of valve was chosen because allows to control the
flow with a major precision in comparison to another valve;
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Figure 2.4: Needle valve of ½” SWG.

•

Electrical solenoid valve (ESV-01): a solenoid valve was located downstream of the needle valve. In
case of emergency, the solenoid valve could be closed remotely to stop gas flow in system. The valve
that was selected is a 2/2-way membrane type with servo control (Figure 2.5) connected with an
electrical power supply required for the turn on/off operation of the valve. Was designed that the
source of electricity and the controlling operator remain protected behind the laboratory wall,
remote from fire, allowing for a greater safety. To ensure the safety of the users and the installation,
the normal state of the valve was considered as normally closed [NC], to bring the safest condition
for the operation until the valve bobbin is de-energized. Energizing the bobbin by connecting the
power source, the valve is left open and allows the fuel passes through it. As in the case of the power
supply failure the electro valve would be closed automatically;
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Figure 2.5: Solenoid valve normally closed of 1/2".

•

Pressure regulator valve (PCV-01): to break down the pressure from 9.5 bar (upstream of the
regulator) to the wanted pressure (downstream of the regulator) a manual adjustable valve was
picked. This valve is a high sensitivity spring type and it was selected based on the requirements of
the installation (operating pressure, flow rate and ambient temperature) that best suit the project.
In Figure 2.6 the valve is shown;
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Figure 2.6: Pressure regulator valve.

•

Manometer (PG-01): in order to recognize and adjusting the relative pressure downstream of the
pressure regulator a manometer was installed. This manometer is presented in Figure 2.7;

Figure 2.7: Manometer.
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•

Variable area flowmeter (FM-01): the rotameter shown in Figure 2.8 was selected as variable area
flowmeter. The position of the float inside the rotameter, changes by the flow that passes through
the device providing a direct visual indication of the value of the volumetric flow rate. The chosen
model covers a flow rate ranging from 200 to 2000 NL/min. The flow range of this device was taken
into consideration corresponig to minimum and maximum potential flow of propane gas;

Figure 2.8: Variable area flowmeter.

2.2.3.3 Jet fire generating section

This section is composed of a flexible hose, a pressure transducer and interchangeable nozzles.
•

Flexible hose (HS-02): In order to have the possibility of changing the length, elevation and angle of
the nozzle part, a flexible tube hose was employed. The appropriated model and fire proofed
material was selected concerning close distance of this part to the fire flames. The Figure 2.9 presents
a scheme of this kind of hose;
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Figure 2.9: Flexible hose part.

•

Pressure transducer (PT-01): an explosion-proof type electronic pressure transmitter, shown in Figure
2.10, was located at 12 cm upstream of the outlet orifice;

Figure 2.10: Pressure transducer.

•

Interchangeable nozzles (NZ-01; NZ-02; NZ-03): in order to reproduce different flame lengths an
interchangeable nozzles, ranging from 4 mm to 10 mm, could be installed in the end of the section
(Figure 2.11). The biggest orifice diameter, that correspond an open pipe without any nozzle,
represented a full rupture of the pipeline;
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Figure 2.11: Interchangeable nozzles.

2.3 Target section
2.3.1 Purpose
The aim of this part is to simulate an accident in which a pipeline is impinged with an unforeseen jet fire,
originated by another parallel pipeline.
In real accidents, depending on the flow and the kind of the fluid inside the pipe, three main situations may
exist. These possible scenarios are presented in the follow:
•

Continuous flow of liquid
In this case, a continuous flow of water will pass through the pipe, while it is exposed or engulfed,
partially or totally, to flames. The heat received at the pipe surface, by thermal radiation, from the
fire goes into heating the wall. As the wall temperature increases, the net heat flux to the pipe wall
will decrease because of convection and emission of radiation from the wall surface (both inner and
outer surface). The high convective heat transfer coefficient at the inner surface of the pipe wetted
by liquid keeps the wall cool and near the liquid temperature;
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•

The liquid flow is stopped
In an industrial case, after happening an accidental fire on a pipeline, the first reaction is isolating the
pipeline by line blocking valves and monitoring the operating conditions of boxed-up liquid inside the
isolated pipe meanwhile it is exposed to the heat source. The heat load due to the fire is the
combination of heat transferred from the fire to the target equipment by radiation and convection.
Thus, the wall temperature increases and consequently the internal fluid temperature rises. The
liquid may boil and the wall in contact with vapour may reach high temperatures; in this case, this
may cause a strong negative effect on the resistance of structure, since internal pressure will rise due
to both the rapid heating of gas phase and the increase in the vapour pressure of liquid phase that
may be present in the pipe;

•

Continuous flow of gas
In this circumstance, a continuous flow of gas could pass through the pipe exposed or engulfed in
flames. In the gas space inside the pipe the temperature will rise rapidly to dangerous values and
failure is probable, because of the small cooling effect from the vapor.

2.3.2 Main Elements
A carbon steel pipe with a diameter of 4 inch and a length of 3 m was chosen for the reproduction of the
pipeline impinged by a jet fire. Since it was considered to perform the jet fire tests with different engulfment
zones on the pipe, the diameter of 4 inch for the target pipe was selected in correspondence to the maximum
diameter of the jet fire which allows to test fire impingement, partial fire engulfment and total fire
engulfment condition of the pipe.
The pipe was initially long 6 m and was subsequently cut off in two pieces of 3 m, mainly for the limited space
of the laboratory room but also to be able to transport it in easier way to the experimental zone.
The fluid that flows inside the pipe must not be hazardous because of the indoor experimental place, so
flammable substances were discarded among others. Air and water were chosen as fluids more adapted by
their easy accessibility and their safe condition.
In Figure 2.12 an image of the selected pipe is presented.
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Figure 2.12: Target pipe.
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3. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM DESIGN
3.1 Introduction
During the design of the data acquisition system, a preliminary analysis was done, in order to examine the
range over which the values of certain variables should be recorded and to achieve the experimental results
that were significant and representative of real jet fires. This analysis showed also a clear idea on the main
difficulties of the experimental work to be performed.
Mainly based on the study conducted by Adriana Palacios (Adriana Palacios, 2011), that performed a largescale turbulent jet flames experimental campaign, a data acquisition system was designed.
For the experimentation, several number of variables useful for the study of the domino effect were planned
to be measured. The values of temperature and pressure in the jet fire section were obtained with an
appropriate set of instruments.
Moreover, in the target pipe subjected to different jet fire actions, the heat flux on it due to radiation or to
flames impingement, and the temperature distribution of pipe wall were recognized and recorded with the
adequate measurements.
An accurate data collection system was used to register the aforementioned data during the tests, in order
to analyse the thermal response of fire impingement on a secondary object.

3.2 Measurement instrumentations
A different kind of variables were planned to be measured in different points of the installation. To do that
several instruments are used:
•

Thermocouples;

•

Pressure transducer;

•

Radiometers;

•

Infrared camera;

•

Visible camera.

The application of each measuring system is described in the following section.
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3.2.1 Measurement of temperature with thermocouples
A thermocouple is an electrical device consisting of two dissimilar electrical conductors forming electrical
junctions at differing temperatures. A thermocouple produces a temperature-dependent voltage as a result
of the thermoelectric effect, and this voltage can be interpreted to measure temperature. Commercial
thermocouples are inexpensive, interchangeable, are supplied with standard connectors, and can measure a
wide range of temperatures. In contrast to most other methods of temperature measurement,
thermocouples are self-powered and require no external form of excitation (Nic, Hovorka, Jirat, Kosata, &
Znamenacek, 2005).
The kind of thermocouples which were used during the experiments are shown in Table 3.1.

Thermocouple

Thermocouple

K

B

Nickel – Chromium vs. Nickel –

Platinum – 30% Rhodium vs.

Aluminium

Platinum – 6% Rhodium

From -200 ºC to 1250 ºC

From 0 ºC to 1700 ºC

Type
Composition
Maximum
temperature range

Table 3.1: Thermocouples proprieties.

To ensure the correct measurement of the temperature, an appropriate type of thermocouple must be
selected. For this purpose, the working range of the thermocouples were checked. For lower temperature Ktype was chosen, whereas for higher temperatures, as in the middle of the flame, a B-type was preferred.
For the recording of the data, the selected thermocouples were equipped with a compensation cable for the
connection with the collection data system.
The thermocouples were positioned in three different parts: closer of the exit of the orifice, inside the flame,
and in different points of the target pipe.

3.2.1.1 Exit of the Orifice

A K-type thermocouple was used to monitor the jet release operating condition at the exit of the orifice. This
thermocouple was called TCK-00, and its position is shown in Figure 3.1.
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In this point the temperature is around the ambient temperature, i.e. enough lower to be able to use a Ktype thermocouple.
As explained in the work of Marín (2019), assuming an isentropic expansion with the measure of the
temperature at the orifice, together with the pressure at the exit of the orifice, the density of the propane
was calculated. With the value of density at the orifice, the mass flow in this point was determined and
compared with the theoretical values.

Figure 3.1: Scheme of the position of the thermocouple in the exit of the orifice.

3.2.1.2 Jet Flame

The distribution of the temperature along the jet flame, in the horizontal axis direction, was continuously
measured with appropriate thermocouples. The set of thermocouples were putted in the axial centreline of
the flame. To cover the entire flame region the position and the number of thermocouples were changed
according to the flame length. In both cases the first thermocouples (TCB-01) were positioned in the
beginning of the flame.
In case of smaller jet fires, for the size of the flame, only two thermocouples have been arranged, where the
second one (TCB-02) was located within the first thermocouple and the target pipe. On the contrary, for
bigger flames three thermocouples were used, the second one (TCB-02) at one third and the third one (TCB03) at two thirds of the distance between the first thermocouple and the target pipe.
In this way all the length of the flame was covered in order to obtain the temperature profile on the jet fire
axis. All the thermocouples were at the same height of the exit nozzle of the release.
In this case, B-type thermocouples were used, because of the high temperatures of the flames.
In Figure 3.2 a scheme of the positioning of the thermocouples is illustrated.
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Figure 3.2: Scheme of the thermocouples in the jet flame.

3.2.1.3 Target Pipe

In order to study the thermal effect of flame impinging on the target pipe an appropriate type and adequate
number of thermocouples were installed.
Four K-type thermocouples were inserted within in the wall of the pipe.
To fix the thermocouples in the wall thickness of the pipe, four diagonal holes (on top, bottom, behind and
front section) of 5 mm depth were formed in the pipe with fine drilling equipment. Thermocouples were
positioned inside the holes and hammered to ensure that were held firmly in place. The schematic of
thermocouples called TCK-01, TCK-02, TCK-03 and TCK-04 position is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Scheme of the position of the thermocouples in the target pipe.

3.2.2 Measurement of pressure with pressure transducer
In the jet fire section, the stagnant pressure of the propane gas was measured at each test. The measurement
was made using an electronic pressure transmitter at the outlet orifice.
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A pressure transducer converts pressure into an analogic electrical signal. The conversion of pressure into an
electrical signal is achieved by the physical deformation of the diaphragm present inside the device.
This deformation is due to the force of the fluid exerts on the surface of the membrane in contact with the
same fluid, which produces an electrical resistance change proportional to the pressure.
Pressure transducers are used in many control and monitoring applications such as flow, air speed, level,
pump systems or altitude.
The facility was designed in place to develop two type of jets, a sonic and subsonic jet. Based on the
calculations present in the work of Marín (2019), the sonic condition are reached when, just before the orifice
of exit, a pressure of 1.68 bar is registered. In order to understand the value of the pressure in this point a
pressure transducer was installed.

3.2.3 Heat flux sensors – radiometers
The radiative heat intensity from jet flames was measured by heat flux sensors located at different distances
from the jet flame axis. These positions were varied during the experiments. These heat flux sensors were
utilized in order to measure these three different parameters:
•

Irradiated heat flux in the environment;

•

Flame emissive power;

•

Total heat flux from the flame on surrounding equipment.

The heat flow sensors have two transducers 64-2-16 model, measuring the total heat (convection plus
radiation), and a heat radiometer/transducer 64-20T-20R(S)-20898 model, measuring total heat and
radiation apart.
The principle of operation, of these sensors, is based on the transfer of heat in a unidimensional layer that
separates a cold source from a warm one. This transfer is proportional to the difference of temperature
among both. The difference of temperature is measured through thermocouples that have the advantage to
produce their own voltage corresponding to the difference of temperature between the two unities.
These can be connected in series forming a thermopile that amplifies the exit of a certain difference of
temperature. Normally, this thermopile is built winding a foil of thermal resistance with a cable and
subsequently one of two sides are plated with another different metal.
A radiometer is a sensor of the heat flux projected in such way that the heat that reaches the tool is the heat
that is transferred by radiation. This is possible because the instrument is equipped with a window
transparent only to the infrared radiation and not to the heat transferred for convection.
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The features of these heat flow sensors are shown in Table 3.2.

Measurement range
Output signal
Maximum allowable operating body
temperature
Repeatability
Calibration expanded uncertainty

Sensor absorptance
Lead wire

Time constants

Model: 64-2-16

Model:64-20T-20R(S)-20989

0 - 23 kW/m2 (0 - 2 BTU·ft-2·s-1)

0 - 227 kW/m2 (0 - 20 BTU·ft-2·s-1)

Linear output, 0 – 12 mV

Linear output, 0 – 15 mV

200 ºC

200 ºC

± 0.5%

± 0.5%

± 3% for ranges to 250 BTU·ft ·s ,

± 3% for ranges to 250

coverage

BTU·ft-2·s-1, coverage

factor k = 2, for

factor k = 2, for

approximate 95%

approximate 95%

confidence level

confidence level

0.94 nominal, from 0.3 to

0.94 nominal, from 0.3

15 µm

to 15 µm

24 AWG stranded copper twisted pair.

24 AWG stranded copper twisted pair.

Teflon insulation over each, braided

Teflon insulation over each, braided

copper shield. Teflon jacket overall 36"

copper shield. Teflon jacket overall 36"

standard length with stripped ends

standard length with stripped ends

50 – 100 BTU·ft-2·s-1:

50 – 100 BTU·ft-2·s-1:

120 ms

120 ms

2 – 30 BTU·ft ·s : 250

2 – 30 BTU·ft-2·s-1: 250

ms

ms

0.2 – 1 BTU·ft-2·s-1: 350

0.2 – 1 BTU·ft-2·s-1: 350

ms

ms

Medtherm Schmidt-

Medtherm Schmidt-

Boelter thermopile

Boelter thermopile

Less than 1000 Ω (250 Ω

Less than 1000 Ω (250 Ω

nominal)

nominal)

-2 -1

-2 -1

Sensor type
Nominal impedance
Responsivity (kW·m2)/mV

HFS-1: 1.9715
kW·m2/mV and HFS-2:
2.0464 kW·m2/mV

Radiometer

HFS-3(R): 15.18
kW·m2/mV and
HFS-4(T): 15.29
kW·m2/mV
Sapphire window; angle of view of 180º;

-

transmittance (for a wavelength from 0.2
to 4 µm and a thickness of 0.5 mm)

Table 3.2: Radiometers data sheet.
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3.2.4 Thermographic camera
During the tests, high-speed thermographic camera was used. The thermographic camera works as a
radiometer composed by a two-dimensional set of sensors. The signal of every sensor is proportional to the
heat radiated by every small part of the object that the camera sees. The signal turns into temperature
through the emissivity and the distance of the object. The output of the thermographic camera is an image
that represents the distribution of the temperature of the objects that the thermographic camera sees. The
speed of acquisition of data is high, the output of the camera is an image of the distribution of temperature
of the object. To record the distribution of the temperature and for analyse the flame shape a PI 640 by
Optris was used. In Figure 3.4 and in Table 3.3 an image and the features of the camera are shown.

Figure 3.4: PI 640 camera.
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Infrared Camera Optris
Model

PI 640

Detector

Focal plane array (FPA), uncooled microbolometer

Optical resolution

640x480 pixels

Spectral range

7.5 – 13 µm

Temperature ranges

From –20 to 100 °C
From 0 to 250 °C
From 150 to 900 °C

Vision Range

60° x 45°

Thermal sensivity

0.075 K

Accuracy

±2 °C or ±2 % whichever is greater

Operating Mode

Continuous recording (32 fps)
Table 3.3: PI 640 camera data sheet.

3.2.5 Video camera
The experiments were also filmed with a visible camera, in order to analyse the shape of the visible flame
and compare it with the infrared camera images. Moreover, this type of footages is useful also for recording
the experiment sounds, allowing to identify the characteristic sound of a sonic jet. To these purposes an
iPhone 7 by Apple was used for the easy way with which is possible to record and manage videos. The slowmotion command gives the possibility of handling the various moments of the experiments in order to
analyse the flame and impingement trends.

Both the video cameras (IR and visible) were located

perpendicularly to the flame. In the Table 3.4 the characteristics of the iPhone 7 camera are shown.
iPhone 7 by Apple
Video recording

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4K video recording at 30 fps
1080p HD video recording at 30 fps or 60 fps
720p HD video recording at 30 fps
Optical image stabilization for video
2x optical zoom
Slo-mo video support for 1080p at 120 fps and 720p at 240 fps
Cinematic video stabilization (1080p and 720p)
Continuous autofocus video
Take 8MP still photos while recording 4K video
Playback zoom

Table 3.4: iPhone 7 camera data sheet.
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3.3 Data collection system
To manipulate and check the different tools and devices involved during the experimental tests a several
data acquisition software, that allows to manage and to record in real time the information of the sensors,
were used.
Based on the characteristics of the tools, various softwares are adopted, some of these are commercial and
other have been developed by CERTEC.
In the Table 3.5 the association of each device with the respective program is shown.
Instruments

Acquisition Software

Pressure transducer

FireALL

Thermocouple at the orifice

FireALL

Thermocouples in the flame axle

FireALL

Radiometers

FireALL

Thermocouples on the target pipe

PicoLog 6

Thermographic camera Optris PI 640

Optris PI connect

Table 3.5: List of the acquisition software for each instruments

For the data of the thermocouples inside the axis flame, the thermocouple at the exit of the orifice, the
pressure transducer and the radiometers, the program FireALL was employed which was developed by the
CERTEC (2005).
The program PicoLog 6, that allows the recording of the data through a thermocouple data logger, was used
for the fixed thermocouples in the target pipe. For the infrared flame images, a program called Optris PIX
connect® was adopted, developed from the manufacturer of the thermographic cameras.
After the capturing and the storage of the IR images, two different software programs (ThermaCAM
Researcher® and Matlab 2017b ®) and a specially-developed ad-hoc algorithms, by CERTEC (Mata et al.,
2018), were used in order to extract all the images in a useful format for image processing. In the following
paragraphs, a brief presentation of each software is shown.
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3.3.1 FireALL
The FireALL software developed by Muñoz (2005) and subsequently modified by the CERTEC, was used to
automatize the process of data management and the control of the devices from a common interface.
Besides, the software allows to synchronize the acquisition of data of different nature.
This software runs connected to a data acquisition hardware module. In this case, an input/output modular
system was used, called FieldPoint, which reads and converts in digital data all the data that are originated
from thermocouple, radiometer and pressure transducer.
FireALL is also able to synchronize the point at which the computers start recording the data.
The principal window of the program is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Principal window of the program FireALL.

In the principal window, two main sectors are present:
•

“Devices and experiments” control part: in this tab it is possible to configure and control the several
connected devices. Besides, it is possible to give a name to the experience and add notes. Finally, this
section allows to manage the recording of the data coming from the devices.
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•

“Data” part: in this sector the evolution of the measure of the desired variables can be followed in
real time through automatically updated graphs. Subsequently these data are saved.

Before the start of the experiments the software is in the waiting mode, in this way all the devices can be
connected though the net connection. As first step, before starting the collection of the data, the name of
the folder where the data will be stored must be defined.

3.3.1.1 FieldPoint module

To collect the data coming from the tools of measurement the system FieldPoint, of the National Instruments,
was used. It is a distributed modular system of Input/Output, both analogical and digital. In Figure 3.6, a
scheme of the measurement devices and their communications interfaces is shown.

Figure 3.6: Scheme of the measurement devices and their communications interfaces with FireALL.
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The FieldPoint is formed by these elements:
•

Communication module;

•

Input/Output module called I/O module;

•

Terminal Base.

In Figure 3.7 an image of the FieldPoint with all its part (modules and terminal base) is presented.

Figure 3.7: FieldPoint and its elements.

•

Communication module: the communication module, model FP-1001, has the function of connecting
the input-output module (I/O) through a high-speed local bus, integrated in the base of the terminals,
with the computer and with other communication modules that form the net. The module
communicates through a port RS485 (full duplex) to the computer. Each of these manage up to 9
forms I/O and a net of communication modules can be constituted for a maximum of 25
communication modules. Many applications can be communicated with the module through the set
of commands Optomux Standard, as in the case of the program FireALL, or through an application
client OPC (Open Process Control). Through a series of changers (commutators), situated in the
superior part of the module, the speed of transmission and the number of the port are assigned. In
Table 3.6 the characteristics of the communication model are summarized.
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Communication Module Model FP-1001
Communications ports

RS-485

Transmission speed

Configurable up to a maximum of 115200 bps

Communication parameter

1 bit of beginning, 8 bit of data, 1 bit of stop, without
parity

Communications Protocol

Optomux Standard

Maximum distance from the computer

1200 m

Alimentation

From 11 to 30 VDC

Consume

1 W + 1,15W x I/O module

Work Temperature

-40 to 70 °C
Table 3.6: Communication module technical data sheet.

•

Terminals Bases: the terminal bases allow to connect the sensors to the modules I/O, as well as the
power supply and communication with the net module. The I/O modules can be connected and
disconnected from the base without interrupting the energy supply of the system. The high speed
local bus is made of these bases, in this way is possible to connect the I/O modules with the
communication modules. The terminals bases are of the type FP-TB-1, enabling the use of every kind
of I/O module. The bases have 36 terminals in total.

•

Input Modules: this system allows to directly connect any sensor to several I/O modules, both
analogic and digital, of high accuracy.
These modules filter, digitize, and calibrate the pure signal of the sensor. In addition, they incorporate
systems of self-diagnosis, in order to identify such problems. Two kind of input modules are used:
o

Thermocouple modules FP-TC-120;

o

Analogic input modules FP-AI-100.

The modules FP-TC-120 are designed to measure temperatures by thermocouples. This kind of
module can be calibrated for reading the temperature, supporting a wide range of thermocouples
standards, or for direct reading analogic signals in millivolts. Every form possesses 8 channels in input,
separately configurable. This high-accuracy module, with a resolution of 16 bit, incorporates
compensation of the cold union of the thermocouples (when work like a temperature measurement)
and a filter to delete the noise of the input signal. The features of this module are shown in Table 3.7.
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Input Module
Model

FP-TC-120

Input channels

8

Resolution

16 bits

Filter

50/60 Hz

Type of entry

Thermocouple (temperature)
Analogic (millivolts)

Supported thermocouples

J, K, T, N, R, S, W, B

Actualization of the signal speed

0.88 Hz (every channels)

Entry impedance

20 MΩ

Other

Thermocouple signal open
Optic isolation of the entry signal
Table 3.7: Input module FP-TC-120 data sheet.

The modules of analogic entry, FP-AI-110, have 8 channels of entry configurable for the voltage or
current reading. The module has a resolution of 16 bits and is possible to choose between 3 different
noise filters, 50, 60 and 500 Hz.
This provides a protection from overvoltage or tension excess (up to 40 V or 30 mA), isolating the
entry signal. The characteristics of this module are shown in Table 3.8.
Input Module
Model

FP-AI-110

Input channels

8

Resolution

16 bits

Filter

50/60 Hz

Type of entry

Analogic: Voltage or Current

Range of entry

±60 mV, ±300 mV, ±1 V, from 0 to 5 V, from 0 to 10 V
From 0 to 20 mA, from 4 to 20 mA, ±20mA

Actualization of the signal speed

From 5 to 0.66 Hz (every channels)

Entry impedance

100 MΩ

Other

Optic isolation of the entry signal
Table 3.8: Input module FP-AI-110 data sheet.

This module is for the collecting the pressure transducer and radiometers data.
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To connect the FieldPoint to the computer a cable was used. An external converter, commercialized with
PCMCIA or USB interface, gave the link between the communication port RS-485 and the computer. After
the connection with the computer, the acquisition system allows to modify each one of the channel
parameters.

3.3.2 PicoLog
PicoLog is a data acquisition software develop by PICO technology, which provides a visual, easy-to-use
interface for users to quickly set up simple or complex acquisitions, record, view and analyse data, by the use
of a TC-08 thermocouple data logger.
A scheme of the devices and of their connection with the software is presented in Figure 3.11, instead, the
principal window of the program is shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.11: Scheme of the thermocouples and their communications interfaces with PicoLog.
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Figure 3.12: Principal window of the program PicoLog.

A vertical menu bar on the left of the screen provides permanent access to the main program menus without
pausing capture.
The vertical navigation bar gives access to the following menus:
•

Device setup and capture menu;

•

Saved file browser menu;

•

Program settings menu;

•

Help menu.

Within the “Device setup and capture menu” are “Device configuration view”, “Graph view” and “Table view”
providing a visually way to set up and acquire data from a multichannel acquisition system. In the “Device
configuration view” an instantly view of the status of instruments and the acquisition channel setting is
shown. In the image of the data logger appears each device detected, showing which channels are enabled.
Moreover, in this window, it is possible to adjusts settings such as adding graph axis, channel scaling factor,
alarms, notes, graph annotations, channel naming and colour, sample mode and sample interval. In “Graph
view” are display captures, where a zoom command is present and allowing to make graph notes and
observations.
“Table view” is a feature that admits viewing the collected numerical data and to save it in a file.
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3.3.2.1 TC-08 thermocouple data logger

A TC-08 thermocouple data logger was used in order to read and convert in digital data, all the data that
were originated from the fixed thermocouples in the target pipe. This data logger is designed to measure
temperatures through thermocouples provided with a mini-connector. Different types of thermocouples are
supported, allowing an effective temperature range of –270 to +1820 °C, where the actual temperature range
depends on the thermocouple being used. In Table 3.9, a data sheet of the device is shown.
TC-08 thermocouple data logger
Number of channels (single unit)

8

Maximum number of channels

160

Conversion time

100 ms per thermocouple channel

Temperature accuracy

Sum of ±0.2% of reading and ±0.5°C

Thermocouple types supported

B, E, J, K, N, R, S, T

Input connectors

Miniature thermocouple

Temperature range

From -270°C to 1820°C

Connectivity

USB 2.0 (no external power required)
Table 3.9: Thermocouple data logger data sheet

3.3.3 OPTRIS PIX CONNECT
The IR analysis software Optris PIX Connect was used for the recording and the acquisition of the IR videos
and images. The interface of this program shown in Figure 3.13 allows starting, monitoring, and finishing the
recording of the experiment in an easy way.
Before initiating the experimental tests, the program permits to modify the recording range temperature in
order to omit all the unnecessary items for the analysis and focusing only on the temperature profile of the
jet flame. Furthermore, the thermographic software is able to react immediately to temperature fluctuations
and thus, supports several functions for automatic process and quality control procedures.
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Figure 3.13: Interface of the software optris PIX Connect.

In the lower raw, and in the right column the horizontal and vertical temperature profile are shown.
Moreover, with this software it is possible to select a desired area for the temperature analysis.
The Optris PI 640 is directly connected to the computer by an USB port as presented in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Scheme of the acquisition system for the Optris PI 640.
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3.4 Data acquisition system elements arrangement
In this section, a scheme of the data acquisition system set-up is shown and described. For a better
understanding, two different views, one from one side and one from the top of the experimental zone, with
a legend of the various elements (Table 3.10) are shown in the Figures 3.15 and 3.16.
In both views, the experimental facility for the generation of the jet fire and the target pipe that reproduces
the pipeline in real accidents are present. Only the metal structure and the propane cylinder of the jet fire
section are shown.
In the top view all the devices of measurement are arranged in order to understand easily their position in
the laboratory room. In the side view, the cameras and the heat flux sensor are not present to allow focusing
on the thermocouples and pressure transducer position in the set-up.
As explained in the previously paragraphs, the pressure transducer (PT-01) is installed at 12 cm before the
exit of the nozzle and is one of the elements of the jet fire section facility.
The thermocouple TCK-00 is positioned after the exit of the orifice, on the nozzle. Because of the turbulence
of the jet, that could change the position of the thermocouple probe, this thermocouple was fixed to the
facility.
Before being located, the thermocouples used for the measurement of the temperature in the flame axis
(TCB-01, TCB-02 and TCB-03) were settled on different masts.
The thermocouples on the target pipe (TCK-01, TCK-02, TCK-03 and TCK-04) were positioned into drilled holes
and hammed, so, their positions in the pipe were fixed. During the experimentations, these thermocouples
were lined up with the central axis of the flame.
The three heat flow sensors were located, in all the cases perpendicularly to the flame, but a different
distances from the jet flame that varied during the experiments.
Finally, the video camera registering visible light (iPhone) and the infrared thermographic camera (Optris PI
640), were located orthogonally to the flame, and one next to the others.
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Reference

Item

PT-01

Pressure transducer

TCK-00

Thermocouple (Type K)

TCK-01

Thermocouple (Type K)

TCK-02

Thermocouple (Type K)

TCK-03

Thermocouple (Type K)

TCK-04

Thermocouple (Type K)

TCB-01

Thermocouple (Type B)

TCB-02

Thermocouple (Type B)

TCB-03

Thermocouple (Type B)

HFS-01

Heat flux sensor (Total heat)

HFS-02

Heat flux sensor (Total heat)

HFS-03

Heat flux sensor (Total heat)

HFS-04

Heat flux sensor (Radiative heat)

IR-CAM-01

IR thermographic camera (Optris PI 640)

VIS-CAM-01

Visible camera (iPhone)
Table 3.10: Legend of the devices.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic side view of the data acquisition system elements arrangement.
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Figure 3.16: Schematic top view of the data acquisition system elements arrangement.
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4. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM SET-UP
4.1 Preliminary jet fire tests
Preliminary tests were performed to characterize the jet fire condition, identify the best position for the
equipment, adjust the instrumentation and test the operation of all the elements.

4.1.1 Preliminary tests for the characterization of the flame
Due to the focus of this project, the study of the domino effect of a jet fire on a pipe, the characterization of
the flame is the main step in order to identify the best position of the equipment to reproduce the
impingement and the partial or total fire engulfment of the pipe.
As explained in the previous chapters and in the work of Marín (2019), the equations used to define the jet
fire geometry (length, equivalent diameter, lift-off distance) are based on the study of Palacios (2011) that
performed a large-scale turbulent jet flames with vertical axis in an outdoor fire-testing area.
Preliminary tests were developed in order to validate the results of length, equivalent diameter and lift-off
distance obtained from the mathematical model of Palacios and Casal (2011).
In these tests, several jet fires were produced with different nozzle diameters without the target pipe for the
purpose of have a flame without any obstacles to get the maximum length.
The results obtained from these performed tests were subsequently compared with the values gained from
the mathematical model. The values of length, equivalent diameter and lift-off distance from the Palacios
and Casal model were found close to the real data, even if the flame geometry of the performed jet fires is
different.
For what concern the orientation of the jet fire, the flame geometry was assumed to be a cylinder, but in our
experimental tests, a horizontal jet fire was obtained. The difference between the geometries of the flames
carried out in the Palacios and this work is appreciable in the Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Left: Vertical Jet Fire from Palacios Right: Horizontal jet fire from this experimental study.

Horizontal flames start turning upwards as a result of the buoyancy forces and do not remain parallel to the
central axis of the jet as in vertical flames.
This change of the geometry was taken into account during the positioning of the target pipe and the items
of the data acquisition system.
Concerning the location of the target pipe inside the flame, the length and the shape of the flame are the
most important parameters in order to reproduce the various kinds of impingement and engulfment on it.
Moreover, knowing these parameters is possible to set the data collection elements in the best way that suits
the purpose of the experimental tests.
This means that the thermocouples in the flame axis, the heat flux sensors and the thermographic and visible
cameras were arranged based on these main parameters.
For example, for bigger jet fires three thermocouples in the axis of the flame were used, instead, for shorter
flames only two thermocouples were adopted.
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4.1.2 Preliminary tests for the pressure conditions
The preliminary tests were also important in order to understand the trend of the flame features regarding
the pressure. For this reason, several tests were performed for the calibration of the turnings of the regulator
valve in place of know with how many turns the sonic and blow-off pressure is reached. Obviously, regarding
of the scope of this project, which is to study the domino effect by sonic and subsonic jet fires, ensuring the
sonic condition is an important step.
On the other hand, the phenomenon known as “blow-out” causes a dangerous situation provoking the selfextinction of the jet flames after ignition. Since the ignition, the increase of the exit flow rate leads to the
growing of all the body of the flame. At this point, the burning velocity and the average velocity at the exit
jet are equal, and in this condition, the lift-off distance is present. However, if the exit flow rate is still further
increased, the flame could blow-out (depending on the outlet diameter of the nozzle). The flame is swept to
a region in which the fuel concentration is out from the flammability limits range and is extinguished.
Blow-out has been studied only by a few authors, so it is still badly known, thus it is important to understand
where is the point of blow-off in order to do not reach it allowing to work in stationary and safety conditions.
The outlet orifice diameter plays a significant role for the blow-out pressure because, for small diameter, the
self-extinction flame point was sometimes found before the sonic pressure, and this could lead to a
dangerous situation.

4.2 Main tests
A several tests were conducted concerning the study of the domino effect on a target pipe triggered by a jet
fire. For this purpose, was planned to develop several tests in different conditions in order to reproduce some
incidental scenarios. In real cases, the variables are infinite and complex, so, only a certain parameters were
taken into account. The experimental test conditions performed are presented in Table 4.1 and 4.2.
For the jet fire section, several nozzles of exit were used in order to develop a different flame length to find
the best configuration for the target pipe impingement. Some tests were conducted in sonic condition,
reaching the sonic pressure of 1.7 bar, while in other tests the velocity of the jet was kept low without
reaching the sonic conditions.
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Regarding the target pipe, diverse distances were handled in order to develop a different configuration of
engulfment. Furthermore, two fluids were used, water and air, for understanding the thermal response of
the pipe when conveying gas or liquid. In all these tests a fire protection layer was not used.
Jet fire section
Fluid

Phase

Nozzle diameter (mm)
4

Propane

Gas

6
8

Pressure condition
Sub-sonic
Sonic

Flame Orientation

Horizontal

Table 4.1: Jet fire section conditions in the experimental tests.

Target pipe section
Fluid

Engulfment Type

Engulfment point

Engulfment point

Fire protection

on the pipe

in the flame

layer

Impingement
Air

Partial engulfment

Center

Center of the flame

Water

Total engulfment

None

None

None

Free flame
Table 4.2: Target pipe section conditions in the experimental tests.

The adaptability of the facility set up, that includes the jet fire and target pipe sections, offers the opportunity
to change the experimental test conditions in order to accomplish the purpose of this study. The various
possibilities that the installation offers for the jet fire section are shown in the Table 4.3, besides, regarding
the target pipe section the possible test conditions for are illustrated in the Table 4.4 and 4.5.
Jet fire section
Fluid

Phase

Nozzle diameter (mm)

Pressure condition

Flame Orientation

4
Propane
Other

Gas

6

Two-phase

8

Liquid

10

Sub-sonic
Sonic

Horizontal
Vertical
Other

Other
Table 4.3: Possible jet fire section conditions in the experimental tests.
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Target pipe section
Fluid

Phase

Air

Gas

Water

Two-phase

Other

Liquid

Engulfment point

Pipe

Engulfment Type

Pipe 1

Impingement

Right side

Pipe 2

Partial engulfment

Center

None

Total engulfment

Left side

Other

Free flame

None

on the pipe

Table 4.4: Possible target pipe section conditions in the experimental tests.

Target pipe section
Engulfment point
in the flame

Engulfment Angle

Fire protection layer

Fire protection layer
material

0
Beginning of the flame

30

Type 1

Center of the flame

45

Yes

Type 2

End of the flame

60

No

None

None

90

Other

None
Table 4.5: Possible target pipe section conditions in the experimental tests.

4.3 Data acquisition system set-up
Besides the preliminary tests for the characterization of the flame, some tests to set up the data acquisition
system were conducted. First, several tests without fire were done for the checking and the calibration of
the various instruments. Once all the devices were ready for recording data, various tests for the suitable
position of the elements in the experimental room were performed in order to define the best locations for
the measurements. An accurate description of the connection and the collecting of the data from the devices
is presented in the Annex A.
As explained before, the number and the position of the thermocouples posed in the flame axis could be
changed. Obviously, the distances between the exit of the orifice, the thermocouples and the target pipe
were modified according to the nozzle diameter and the area of engulfment.
In both cases the first thermocouples (those closer to the orifice of exit) were positioned in the beginning of
the flame that corresponds to the lift-off distance.
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In case of smaller jet fires, for the size of the flame, only two thermocouples were arranged, where the second
one was located within the first thermocouple and the target pipe. On the contrary, for bigger flames three
thermocouples were used, the second one at one third and the third one at two thirds of the distance
between the first thermocouple and the target pipe.
In this way all the length of the flame was covered in order to obtain the temperature profile on the jet fire
axis. All the thermocouples were located at the same height of the exit nozzle of the release.
Regarding the heat flux sensors, they were positioned in such a way as to be able to measure the heat flux
along the longitude of the flame. The two radiometers that only measure the total heat flux were placed one
at the beginning and one at the end of the flame length. On the other side, the heat flux sensor that assesses
both the radiative and the total heat flux was located in the middle of the flame in order to measure the
average amount of radiative heat flux and to determine the total heat flux in the centre of the length of the
flame.
The thermographic and visible cameras were located in the centre and perpendicular to the flame. Even in
this case the shape of the flame plays an important role, based on the size of the jet fire the cameras were
arranged at different heights. For bigger jet fires, as result of the greater upward curvature in the final part
of the flame, the height of the flame increases. For this reason, in order to have a complete view of the jet
flame, the cameras were located in a higher position.

4.3.1 Log-sheet
During the preliminary tests, a check-list of the relevant parameters and information to register before the
beginning of the experiments was created. The main elements to register are the distances between the
devices and a reference point that is the projection of the exit of the orifice on the ground.
This check-list called Log-sheet is presented in all its parts in the following tables.
.
Jet Fire Setup
Jet Fire Test Log Sheet
Test Number

Date

Time

Test Code
Table 4.6: First part of the Log sheet
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In the first part of the Log sheet, illustrated in Table 4.6, are presented the main informations regarding the
test, as the test code and the date, in order to catalogue and mark all the performed tests.

Jet Fire Section Log Sheet
Fuel

Phase

Diameter of the Orifice

□ 4 mm

Flame Orientation

□ 6 mm

□ 8 mm

□ Horizontal

Engulfment Zone

□ 10 mm

□ None

□ Vertical

□ Impingement □ Partial Engulfment □ Total Engulfment □ Free Jet
Target Pipe Log Sheet

Fluid inside
Pipe Length (m)

Diameter (mm)

Fire Protection Layer

Wall Thickness (mm)
Table 4.7: Second part of the Log sheet

The second part of the Log sheet (Table 4.7) contains all the aspect that characterising the test conditions.
This part may be subsequently changed based on future changes that will be made at the elements of the
experimental facility.

Main System Coordinates
The reference point for all coordinates is the projection of the nozzle on the ground floor.
Coordinates

Item
Outlet Nozzle

X

Y

0

0

Z

Target Pipe Centre line
Pipe Coordinates
Tag No.

Location

Angle with
Flame

Coordinates
X

Y

Z

Pipe-1
Pipe-2
Note: The coordinates of the pipe should be considered from the pipe centre line
Table 4.8: Third part of the Log sheet

In Table 4.8 the third part of the Log sheet is shown. In this section the coordinates of the main elements
should be annotated. As reference point, the projection of the nozzle on the ground floor was taken. Once
defined this point, the coordinates of the target pipe should be measured and later wrote in the respective
box.
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Operating Parameters
Weight of Bottle
Before the test

End of the test
Table 4.9: Fourth part of the Log sheet

In order to understand the filling level of the bottle and the consumption rate of the propane during the
tests, a section for the bottle weight was inserted in the Log sheet. This part is illustrated in Table 4.9.
For the post-processing analysis of the data, the distances between the items of the data acquisition system
and the jet fire is needed. For this purpose, the fifth part of the Log sheet (Table 4.10) was developed. In this
section, is also introduced the configuration of the FieldPoint in order to obtain a clear scheme of the
connections between the devices and the corresponding channels in the different modules.
Data Acquisition System
FieldPoint Modules and Channels
FieldPoint

Modules

Range

Attributes

TCB-01

-270-1770 ºC

TCB-02

-270-1770 ºC

TCB-03

-270-1770 ºC

Type B
Type B
Type B
Type K

TCK-00

Channel

C_Factor

Offset

-270-1770 ºC

TC120 @
11

HFS-04

-25 @ 25 mV
-25 @ 25 mV
-25 @ 25 mV
-25 @ 25 mV

TCK-01

-270-1770 ºC

TCK-02

-270-1770 ºC

TCK-03

-270-1770 ºC

HFS-01
HFS-02
HFS-03

TCK-06

-270-1770 ºC

TCK-07

-270-1770 ºC

TCK-08

-270-1770 ºC

Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K

3.5 @ 21 mA

50 Hz Filter

TCK-04
TCK-05

-270-1770 ºC

TC120 @
12

-270-1770 ºC

------

AI110 @
13

--PT-01

0.6250

4.000
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Heat Flux Sensors
Tag No.

Location

Type

Coordination
X

Y

Z

HFS-01
HFS-02
HFS-03
HFS-04
Video Cameras
Tag No.

Location

Type

Coordination
X

Y

Z

IR-CAM-01
VIS-CAM-01
Thermocouple in Fire Side
Tag No.

Location

Type

Coordination
X

Y

Z

Type B
Type B
Type B
Type K

TCB-01
TCB-02
TCB-03
TCK-00

Thermocouple in Target Side
Tag No.
TCK-01
TCK-02
TCK-03
TCK-04
TCK-05
TCK-06
TCK-07
TCK-08

Location

Angle with
Flame

Coordination
X

Y

Z

Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K
Type K
Table 4.10: Fifth part of the Log sheet

In each test, the personnel and its role were annotated filling the section on the Log sheet presented in Table
4.11.
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Persons in charge
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Table 4.11: Sixth part of the Log sheet

Schetch of the experimental configuration

y

x
Table 4.12: Seventh part of the Log sheet
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At the end, a schetch with the principal items as target pipe, jet fire generating facility with the fuel cylinder
is presented. In this space, the person in charge should draw the devices of the data acquisition system for
an easily understanding of the arrangement of the instrumentation.
This document is very useful to collect all the issues concerning the data acquisition system and the facilities
for the characterization of the experimental test and for the post-processing analysis of the data.

4.4 Test procedure
Before starting the experimental campaign, an analysis of the steps that should be done before, during and
after the tests was performed.
The personnel needed to execute the operations and the attributions of the specific assignments of each
members of the task team were determined, in order to reduce the operation time and to act with the
maximum safety and simplicity.
The main steps conducted during the experimental tests are reported in Table 4.13.
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No.
1

Activity Description
extinguisher.
Locate the setup facility in a fixed position and lock the wheels.

3

Place the propane bottle and fasten the belt.

4

Locate the target pipe in the wanted position.

5

Locate the exit nozzle in the wanted height.

6

Check for the fluid supply connections toward the target pipe.

8
9

Locate the thermocouples masts along jet axis/around the pipe and check for
the wiring.
Locate the heat flux sensors and check for the wiring.
Connect the thermocouples, heat flux sensors and pressure transducer to the
FieldPoint.

10

Turn on Field Point power supply 13.8 Volts and open the FireAll software.

11

Test the software FireAll.

12

Locate the cameras (IR and VHS).

13

Connect the IR camera to the PC and test the software PIX Connect.

14

Connect the target pipe’s thermocouples to the thermocouple data logger.

15

Connect the thermocouple data logger to the PC and test the software
PicoLog.

16

Fill out the log sheet.

17

Cover vulnerable objects with thermal insulation.

18

Check for the ignition source.

19

Ensure all the valves are closed and PCV-1 is in the minimum position.

20

Prepare the mixture for the leakage test.

21

Connect the hose (HS-01) to the propane bottle valve (VLV-00).

22

Open propane bottle valve (VLV-00) partially and perform a leakage test along
the hose and connections up to VLV-01.

23

Close propane bottle valve (VLV-00).

24

Turn on the air conditioning system.

25

Start FireAll software.

26

B

Check for the availability and well condition of portable firefighting

2

7

A

Operator
C
D

Define and check the channels for the thermocouples of the jet axis, heat flux
sensors and pressure transducer.

27

Turn on the IR and VHS cameras.

28

Start the PI Connect software.

29

Start the PicoLog.

30

Define and check the channels for the thermocouples on the target pipe.

31

Run the fluid supply through the target pipe.
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No.

Activity Description

32

Run simultaneously FireAll, PI Connect and PicoLog.

33

Ensure PCV-01 is in the minimum position.

34

Turn on the power supply 24 V and open ESV-01.

35

Prepare ignition tool and close it to nozzle in the presence of fireman.

36

Open the bottle valve VLV-00.

37

Open manual needle valve VLV-01.

38

Open of PCV-01 gradually.

39

Make ignition on the nozzle orifice.

40

A

B

Operator
C
D

E

Regulate the flame condition through outlet pressure with PCV-01 by reading
pressure values from PG-01 and PT-01 values.

41

Realization of the experimental test.

42

Close gradually the valve on the bottle of propane VLV-00.

43

Turn off the power supply of the ESV-01 in order to close it.

44

Close the PCV-01 and the needle valve VLV-01.

45

Stop the software FireAll, PI Connect and PicoLog 6.

46

Turn off the IR and VHS cameras.

47

Turn off the air conditioning.

48

Disassembly of the thermal insulations.

49

Disassembly of the measurement instruments.

50

Move of the target pipe in appropriate position.

51

Disconnected the hose HS-01 from the propane bottle.

52

Displace the propane bottle and move it to a safe place.

53 Move the setup facility to an appropriate position.
Important Notes:
Ø Operator A is the leader and should check the fire condition and make command to others.
Ø A, B, C and F operators should be present during all tests in the setup site.
Ø Operator F is fire fighter and should be present during all tests with a portable fire extinguisher somehow
which can access all points of the lab.
Ø Before the ignition operator A is the main operator and operator B and C are checkers of all start-up
activities.
Ø After the ignition, during the tests, operator A is the leader, operator B should stay beside the setup and
control it, operator C should stay near the bottle and take care of its valve.
Ø Operators D and E should stay in the control room during all the tests and check for the software and turn
off power supply in emergency condition. Operator D is leader and operator E is checker.
Figure 4.13: Test procedure.
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4.5 Safety measures
In this type of experimentation there is a considerable risk associated both to the jet fire and to the
manipulation of dangerous substances. In order to reduce this risk a “Safety Plan” was followed.
The protection measures were mainly focused to decrease the risk provoked by the thermal radiation
reaching the experimental facility, the measuring devices, and the people involved in the tests. The main
measures of protection applied to the experimental facility and to the equipment consisted on the insulation
of those instruments, cables or equipment that were close to the jet flame. The video cameras and the heat
flux sensors were located far enough from the jet flames to diminish the incident radiation.
Other measures of protection followed during the development of the experimental tests consisted on:
•

First of all, during all the tests a person was always placed in the control room next to the solenoid
valve that controlled the flow exit of the propane. In case of emergency, mainly when blow-out
phenomenon occurred, this valve could be turned off, stopping the fuel flow;

•

A fireman was placed near the experimental set-up facility ready with a portable firefighting
extinguisher in order to extinguish the fire and/or protect the person who ignited the fire;

•

The persons who stay in the experimental room wore fire-fighting clothes. The fire-fighting clothes
consisted in a jacket for a heat protection and a protection glass.
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5. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM OPERATIONS
5.1 Data acquisition system operations
As described in the previous chapter several tests have been conducted under different conditions. During
these tests, the devices that were used, that composed the data acquisition system, are:
•

Thermocouples in the axis of the jet fire flame;

•

Thermocouple in the exit of the orifice;

•

Thermocouples in the target pipe;

•

Heat flux sensors;

•

Pressure transducer;

•

IR camera;

•

VHS camera.

The main operative steps are the location of the instruments, the insulation, the connection of the
instruments and the data collection initiation.
In the following points all the steps are briefly described:
1. Location. In the various experiments the location of the measurement devices was different for each
test. Except, for the pressure transducer and the thermocouples in the target pipe that are fixed, the
other instruments shall be located in the wanted position and if necessary, hooked to a mast. It is
important to underline that the position of the thermocouples in the target pipe can also experience
changes, involving drilling other holes in the target pipe by specific personnel, and installing the
thermocouples in the new location;
2. Insulation. For the instruments positioned closer to the flame, an insulation layer must be placed on
them to protect them from the heat flux of the flame;
3.

Connection. All instruments have a different connection with different devices, but for the
thermocouples in the axis of the flame, the thermocouple in the exit of the nozzle and for the heat
flux sensors the connection to the I/O port of the FieldPoint is the same. Moreover, the pressure
transducer is connected to the FieldPoint but to a different I/O port respect the previous equipment.
The thermocouples in the target pipe are connected to the laptop through a data logger.
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Finally, for the collecting of the data from the cameras, a directly connection to the laptop with a
USB cable is used. In the Annex A connections are described in detail;
4. Data collection. After the connection, the instruments are ready, this means that data collection is
possible using different software. In the Annex A user manual for each software is illustrated.

5.2 Data acquisition system results
In this section the results obtained from the data acquisition system will be showed. To do that, an
experimental test conducted has chosen as example in which all the available devices were used. This test
has been one of the firsts tests performed in order to understand the response of the target pipe, partially
filled with water, in the case of total engulfment of the central part of the pipe triggered by a horizontal jet
fire. In this case a sub-sonic jet fire from an orifice with 6 mm of diameter of exit was carried out.
As in all the conducted tests, propane gas was used as fuel. The experimental conditions of this test are
summarized in the following tables.
Jet fire section
Fluid

Phase

Nozzle diameter (mm)

Pressure condition

Flame Orientation

Propane

Gas

6

Sub-sonic

Horizontal

Table 5.1: Jet fire section conditions in the experimental test.

Target pipe section
Fluid
Water

Filling of the
Pipe
<50%

Engulfment Type
Total engulfment

Engulfment point

Engulfment point

on the pipe

in the flame

Center

Center of the flame

Fire protection layer
None

Table 5.2: Target pipe section conditions in the experimental test.

Regarding the data acquisition system not all the available devices were used in this test because of the small
length of the flame. Data from the thermocouple in the exit of the orifice (TCK-00) and from pressure
transducer (PT-01) were recorded. In the flame axis were located only two thermocouples, the TCB-01 and
TCB-02. In the target pipe, thermocouples TCK-04 (bottom) and TC-03 (back) were positioned on the wall in
contact with water, while TCB-01 (front) and TCB-02 (top) were located in the wall above water level.
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Only three heat flux sensors were used, the HFS-01 and HFS-03, that register the radiative heat, and the HFS04 that record the total heat flux exchanged.
As previously described, different softwares are used in order to collect and store data from the devices. In
the following sections the results from each software and devices are shown.

5.2.1 Results from FireALL
To collect data from the thermocouples in the jet flame axis, the thermocouple at the exit of the orifice, the
heat flux sensors and the pressure transducer, the FireALL software was used.
The results obtained from this software are stored in a file data.dat and then converted in an Excel file for
processing. The obtained results are shown in the following figures.

Figure 5.1: Data collected during the experimental test by heat flux sensors.

In Figure 5.1 the yellow line represents the HFS-04, that is the radiometer that measures the total heat flux,
instead, the green and blue one are the HFS-03 and HFS-01 respectively. The results obtained in this test are
congruent to what was expected. The two radiometers HFS-01 and HFS-03, that measure the heat exchanged
for radiation, show the same trend and the same values.
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Predictably, the HFS-04, which measures total heat (convection plus radiation), recorded higher values than
other radiometers that measure the heat exchanged for radiation. There is a drop in the HFS-01
measurement, probably due to a momentary incidental coverage of the sensor of the device.
Sure enough, since the developed jet fire is small, the recorded values are low and not dangerous for the
personnel or the surrounding environment.

Figure 5.2: Data collected during the experimental test by thermocouples TCB-01 and TCB-02.

In Figure 5.2 are represented the trend of the temperatures that were measured during the test in the flame
axis by the thermocouple TCB-01 (orange line) and TCB-02 (grey line). The values of temperature obtained
from the thermocouples placed in the central axis of the jet flame are relatively high. In fact, the central
section of the flame is the warmest part, it is easily visible in the IR image shown in Figure 5.7. The
temperature values obtained from the thermocouple TCB-02 (closer to the target pipe) are slightly higher
than those obtained with the thermocouple TCB-01, even if the order of magnitude is the same. Probably,
the high jet speed partially cools the first part of the flame.
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Figure 5.3: Data collected during the experimental test by the thermocouple TCK-00.

The trend of the temperature measured in the exit of the orifice is shown in Figure 5.3. For the measurement
of the temperature at the exit of the orifice, the trend presents an initial increase in temperature, up to about
280°C, due to the initial proximity of the flame. Then the temperature in this point decreases up to a constant
value close to the ambient temperature. In fact, even if the flame continues to exchange heat towards the
thermocouple TCK-00, it is cooled by the jet of propane coming out of the nozzle. In the final part of the
experiment was recorded an increase of the temperature due, also in this case, to the proximity of the flame
to the thermocouple before its extinction.
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Figure 5.4: Data collected during the experimental test by pressure transducer.

In Figure 5.4 is illustrated the measurement of pressure recorded by the pressure transducer PT-01. In this
test the sonic pressure was not reached, in fact as is visible from figure 5.3, the pressure was kept constant
around 1.03 bar. The fuel supply was stopped and maintained constant when the situation of total
engulfment of the flame on the target pipe was reached.

5.2.2 Results from Pico Log
In the Figure 5.5 the graph produced and exported by Pico Log is presented. Pico Log creates a graph in which
the trend of the temperature in the pipe wall thickness is plotted in function of the experimental time. For a
better understanding of the graph, were manually added for each line the respective thermocouple name.
In Figure 5.6 a scheme of the location of the thermocouples in the target pipe is shown.
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Figure 5.5: Results from Pico Log.

Figure 5.6: Configuration of the thermocouples in the target pipe.

As expected, the surface of the wall in contact with the water was cooled by the liquid. In fact, after a short
time, the liquid has started boiling, and its temperature, in the sections of the wall under the liquid level, has
remained constant during this phase. Instead, the gas phase is quickly superheated by the jet fire heat flux,
so, the thermocouples located in this section have recorded higher values of temperature. Probably, the TCK01, even if it was not in contact with the liquid, was probably cooled by the bubbles erupting from the boiling
water.
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5.2.3 Results from IR and visible cameras
For the footage processing of the IR camera a PIX Connect software has been used. Regarding the visible
camera whatever software on laptop of video reproduction can be used. Screenshots of footages recorded
by the cameras are shown in the following figures.

Figure 5.7: Screenshot of the video of the results from PIX Connect.

In Figure 5.7 is presented a screenshot of the video recorded by the Optris camera during the test. In the
color scale of the temperatures, showed in the right part of the picture, the hotter parts are colored in yellow,
besides, the colder parts are presented in blue. As expected, the central parts of the flame in the IR image
are colored in yellow because of their higher temperatures, instead, the outer layers of the flame are colored
in purple for their low temperatures due to at the poor combustion. In this zone the concentration of the
fuel is lower respect the center of the flame. Therefore, the burning mixture of air-fuel produces a brighter
flame, but the values of temperature remain relatively low.
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Figure 5.8: Screenshot of the video of the results from visible camera.

In Figure 5.8 a visible image of the jet fire registered during the test is shown.
The combustion can only take place further downstream because of high flow velocity and restricted fuel
and air mixing just after release. The lift-off point is marked by a blue combustion annulus flame. The length
of the visible flames was approximately 1.2 m. Also was noted that the flames shape was somewhat disturbed
by the presence of the target pipe.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The work done in this thesis has allowed to delineate the following conclusions:
-

The design and the set-up of a data acquisition system for a laboratory scale experimental jet fire
facility, dedicated to the analysis of pipelines domino effect triggered by jet fires, were performed.

-

Preliminary tests were conducted in order to characterize the flame and tune the data acquisition
system;

-

A protocol was developed for setting up and assembling the data acquisition system;

-

A Log-sheet was developed for the subsequent analysis of the results obtained during the
experimental tests;

-

A protocol was elaborated in order to work under safety conditions during the experimentation;

-

The facility and its data acquisition system developed will contribute to a better understanding of
both the study of the domino effect and the study of jet fires contributing to the collection of
experimental data in order to generate and validate mathematical models.

Finally, future work is summarized in the following bullet points:
-

To improve the target pipe section design in order to allow the conveying of a continuous flow of
water and air;

-

To tune the jet fire section in order to allow the utilization of gas-liquid and liquid phases;

-

To reshape the jet fire section in order to conduct vertical jet fires.

-

To perform an outdoor tests to convey dangerous fluids inside the target pipe;

-

To test the response of different type of fire protection layers, such as intumescent paints and
coatings.
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ANNEX A: DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
PROTOCOL
A.1 Procedure
The devices that were used during the experimental tests that composed the data acquisition system are:
•

Thermocouples in the axis of the jet fire flame;

•

Thermocouple in the exit of the orifice;

•

Thermocouples in the target pipe;

•

Heat flux sensors;

•

Pressure transducer;

•

IR camera;

•

VHS camera.

The main operative steps are the location of the instruments, the insulation, the connection of the
instruments and the data collection initiation.

A.1.1 Location
Except for the pressure transducer and the thermocouples in the target pipe that were fixed, the other
instruments before the connection at the respective devices shall be located in the wanted position and if
necessary, hooked to a mast.
It is important to underline that the position of the thermocouples in the target pipe can experience changes
involving drilling other holes in the target pipe, by specific personnel, and installing the thermocouples in the
wanted location;

A.1.2 Insulation
For the instruments positioned closer to the flame an insulation layer must be placed on them in order to
protect them from the heat flux of the flame;
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A.1.3 Connection
Each measurement instruments have a different connection with different devices, but for the
thermocouples in the axis of the flame, the thermocouple in the exit of the nozzle and for the heat flux
sensors, the connection to the I/O port of the FieldPoint is the same.
Also, the pressure transducer is connected to the FieldPoint but to a different I/O port. The thermocouples
in the target pipe are connected to the laptop through a data logger. Finally, for the collecting of the data
from the cameras, a direct connection to the laptop with a USB cable was used. In the following paragraphs
each case is described in detail.

A.1.3.1 Thermocouples in the axis of the jet fire flame, thermocouple in the exit of the nozzle, heat
flux sensors and pressure transducer.

The experimental data were collected and registered in real time by using a FieldPoint device hardware. The
system is formed by various components, a communication module, I/O module and a terminal connection
basis. To connect the instruments several operations must be done:
•

Connection of the FieldPoint to the power supply and the laptop. The communication module consisted
of a FP-1001, which had the function to connect the I/O modules with the computer.
The connection between the communication module and the computer was carried out by a
communication port RS-485. This communication module was also connected to the electric net through
a Regulated DC power supply.
To have all these modules connected, the steps to follow are:
1. To connect the positive cable (red cable) from the terminal V of the communication module up
to the positive terminal of the power supply;
2. To connect the negative cable (black cable) from the terminal C of the communication port up to
the negative terminal of the power supply.
3. To connect the RS-485 cable from the communication port up to the converter;
4. To connect the USB cable from the converter up to the computer;
5. To turn on the power supply;
6. To turn on the computer.

For a better understanding of the wiring a simple scheme is shown in the Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: Scheme of the wiring between the FieldPoint and the computer and power supply.

•

Instruments connection to the FieldPoint. The next point is to connect all the instrumentation to the
FieldPoint through the I/O modules. Two different types of I/O modules, the FP-TC-120 and the FPAI-100, are used. Two of the I/O modules were FP-TC-120, the thermocouples and the heat flux
sensors were connected to each one of these modules and the measurements were stored at the
computer. For the connection of the pressure transducer the module FP-AI-110 was used.
1. Thermocouples and heat flux sensors. The thermocouples in the axis of the jet fire flame, the
thermocouple in the exit of the nozzle and the heat flux sensors can be connected inserting the
red cable of the instruments in the odd position and the green cable in the equal position,
following the terminal pair scheme shown in Table A.1:
Red

+

1

3 5

7 9

11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31

Green

-

2

4 6

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32

Table A.1: Scheme of the terminal pair of the I/O module FP-TC-120.

2. Pressure transducer. For the pressure transducer the connection to the FieldPoint is a little bit
different:
1) To insert the red cable (positive) of the pressure transducer in the terminal V of the
communication module;
2) To connect a black cable (negative) from the terminal C of the communication module up to
one of the terminal C of the FP-AI-110 module;
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3) To insert the black cable (negative) of the pressure transducer in the terminal V of the FP-AI110 module.
It is important to underline that the two black cables must follow the terminal pair scheme presented in
Table A.2:
Black (PT)
Black
(CM)

V

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15

16

C 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

32

Table A.2: Scheme of the terminal pair of the I/O module FP-AI-110.

A scheme of these connections is shown in Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: Scheme of the wiring between the FieldPoint and the pressure transducer.

To collect the data from different equipments, to record the measurements and control the devices
operation a laptop was used. The FireALL software, was installed on the computer to manage the operation
of the devices used in the tests.

A.1.3.2 Thermocouples on the target pipe
To collect data from the thermocouples of the target pipe a thermocouple data logger was used. In this case
the end of the thermocouples should be a miniature connector. The data logger must also be connected to
a laptop through a USB cable.
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The procedure should be:
1. To connect the thermocouples with the data logger;
2. To connect the data logger to the laptop;
3. To turn on the laptop;
The scheme of this connection is presented in Figure A.3.

Figure A.3: Scheme of the connection of the thermocouples in the target pipe.

A.1.3.3 IR camera
To connect the Optris camera to the laptop a USB cable was used. The operations are:
1. To connect through a USB cable the IR camera to the laptop.
2. To turn on the laptop.
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A.1.4 Data collection
To make an experiment, so collecting data from the devices, various softwares were used. In the following
sections a user manual of these softwares is illustrated.

A.1.4.1 FireALL

1. User instructions
The first step is to start the program. To do that, two different way are available:
•

Start of the program
To execute FireALL you can:
o

To use the link in the start menu;

o

To run the FireALL.exe file in the installation folder.

Once opened the initial window looks like this:

Figure A.4.: Principal window of the program FireALL.
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The user can now see the connection of the various devices, verifying the state of the connection of
every device. Every device must configured before connecting. Once connected all the devices, to
start a new experience the procedure should be:

•

Start an experiment:
To begin a new experiment one of the following ways can be adopted:
o

from the menu Archivo select New Experience;

o

from the keyboard pushing CTRL+N.

At this point, the window Experiencia should be filled in this way:
o

To insert the name of the experience in [Nombre];

o

To write a description of the experience in [Descripción];

o

To select the connected devices, from which the program will register the data, activating
the relative check boxes in the window in [Grabar].

An example is shown in Figure A.5.
Subsequently pushing the key Paso 1 de 3: Iniciar, the program creates the connection where the
information will be stored.
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Figure A.5: principal window of FireALL before the data acquisition.

Clicking on the button Step 2: Comenzar a grabar the recording of data begins. The evolution of the
data recorded during all the execution of the experience is displayed, both in text mode and in
graphic mode, in real time at the bottom of the screen. During the recording, the devices cannot be
connected and configured. In Figure A.6 is presented an example of the principal window during an
experiment.
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Figure A.6: Principal window of FireALL during the acquirer of data.

Until clicking on the Step 3 of 3: Finalizar button in the tab Experiencia, the program continues to
acquire the data of the experiment. At any time, it is possible to interrupt the recording, selecting
Abort Experience from the menu Archivo.
The program creates automatically text files in which the information is stored. Once finished the
experience, it is possible to export the information to Excel, by the option Save As in the menu
Archivo or using the key sequence CTRL+S.
To quit of the program, choose the option Exit from in the menu Archivo or the rapid key CTRL+Q.
2. Management of the devices
There were two ways of connecting FieldPoint's modules to FireALL:
•

By the option Conectar in the menu FieldPoint;

•

By the rapid key F6.

If the equipment is connected correctly, the program will indicate the status in the bottom bar showing a
green indicator with the word “Connect” as is presented in Figure A.7.
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Figure A.7: window of the FieldPoint's modules.

This figure also showed an example of the FieldPoint’s window when it is collected with a module as FP-TC120.
The FieldPoint’s modules supported are:
•

The communication module FP-1001, that is the module of network that manages and allows the access
to the different Input/Output;

•

The modules FP-TC-120, necessary to acquire the data from the thermocouples;

•

The modules FP-AI-110, which allow to the values in millivolts from the radiometers.

In the menu FieldPoint, the command Configuración opens a dialog box Preferències of the type showed in
Figure A.8. In the dialog box Preferències, it is necessary to choose the sameinformation of configuration
that have been in use in the modules.
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Figure A.8: dialog box of Preferencias for Balance.

All the FieldPoint's modules were seted as follows:
•

Speed of acquisition of information: 115200 bps

•

Bits of data: 8

•

Parity: None

•

Bits of stop: 1

•

Control of flow: None

From the dialog box FieldPoint, it is possible to do the following things:
•

To choose the channels of which the data will be recorded;

•

To select the channel and to change its the name. The program memorizes the names for position,
independently of the connected module. Therefore, it is a task of the user to connect the devices
and to rename the channels in a suitable way.

The option Configurar Canales in the menu FieldPoint opens the dialog box, shown in Figure A.9, in which
there shows the tree of the channels of the connected modules:
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Figure A.9: dialog box for the configuration of FieldPoint's modules.

For every channel, from this dialog box it is possible:
•

To change the name [Nombre];

•

To choose the range of measure [Rango de medida];

•

To insert a comment [Commentario];

•

To define the attributes of the modules (frequency of filter of noise for the modules FP-AI-110, type
of thermocouple for the FP-TC-120) [Filtro];

•

To define the factor of conversion only for for the modules FP-AI-110. This factor allows converting
from the value in millivolts provided by the radiometer to the value in KW/m2, that represent the
emitted radiation [Factor de Conversion].

In the menu FieldPoint, select Configuración Por Defecto to return to the configurations by default and to
choose an option between:
•

Reestablecer Nombres, which re-assigns the names of default to the channels, erases the factors of
conversion and the comments;

•

Reestablecer Módulos, which re-establishes the range and the attributes of the modules to the
values specified in the following table. This table presents the values used by default to form
FieldPoint's modules.
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FP- TC-120

FP-AI-110

[Nombre]

TP01, TP02 …

AI01, AI02 …

[Rango]

-270 @ 1770 ºC

-65 @ 65 mV

[Atributos]

Tipo de Termopar: K

Filtro: 50 Hz

Cold junction: sensor interno
[Factor de conversion]

-

1

Table A.3: Default values of the FieldPoint’s modules.

•

In the program, it is also possible to use the function Explorar Módulos (rapid key Shift+Ctrl+F6).
This option is very useful to for the management of the modules. For modules FP-AI-110, before
recording, make sure that the wished channels are selected because the program does not do it
automatically.

3. Created Files

All the experiments preformed in the same day, remain stored in different subdirectories inside the same
common folder. In fact, at the beginning of a new experience, FireALL creates a directory with the name of
the current date and, inside the above-mentioned folder, a subdirectory with the name of the experiment.
In detail, after every test registered by FireALL, we can find:
I.

The file readme.log, in which all the characteristics of the experience are registered;

II.

The file data.dat, where there are stored the data acquired by the FieldPoint.
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A.1.4.2 Pico Log
1. Instruction of use
The first step is to start the program. To do that, two different way are available:
•

Start of the program
To execute Pico Log:
o

use the link in the start menu;

o

run the PicoLog.exe file in the installation folder.

Once opened the program, the window of start looks like in Figure A.10:

Figure A.10: principal window of the program Pico Log.

The user can see the connection of the various thermocouples in the right section. Once connected, before
the start of the test it is necessary to select the folder where the data will be stored. To do that in the main
window click the command Save as illustrated in Figure A.11.
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Figure A.11: principal window of the program Pico Log during the choosing of the folder.

As indicated in Figure A.12, a window will be opened where it is possible to choose the folder with the button
Browse, after the selection of the folder push Save to save the changes.

Figure A.12: Dialog box for the choosing of the folder where save the data.

•

Start an experiment:
To begin a new experiment one of the following ways can be adopted:
o

To push the command Start recording from the menu;

o

To push CTRL+space from the keyboard.
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Figure A.13: Principal window of Pico Log during the starting of the experience.

After the starting of the experience, the trend of the temperature recorded by the thermocouples is shown
on the display, both with a graph and a table that report the value of the temperature. In Figure A.14 and
A.15 are shown the graph and table windows during the experience.

Figure A.14: Graph window of Pico Log during the experience.
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Figure A.15: Table window of Pico Log during the experience.

To stop the experience in one of the following ways can be adopted:
o

To push the command Pause from the menu;

o

To push CTRL+space from the keyboard.

Figure A.16: Graph window of Pico Log at the end of the experience.
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At the end of the experiment to export the data from the menu push the command Save data, where a
window with different possibilities of exporting the recorded data is open.
It is possible to export the acquired data in PDF (for exporting the graph), CSV (for exporting the table with
the temperature values) or copy the graph to clipboard.

Figure A.17: Principal window of Pico Log during the exporting of data.

o

Export PDF. To export the graph in PDF different tools can be selected as add a graph name,
the orientation of the graph, the wanted region of the graph, put annotation on the graph.
After the selecting of the preferences, to save the PDF file push “Export PDF”.
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Figure A.18: Dialog box of Pico Log during the exporting of data in PDF.

o

Export CSV. To export the table of the temperature values in CSV it is possible to select the
wanted region of temperature. After the selecting of the preferences, to save the CSV file
push “Export CSV”.

Figure A.19: Dialog box of Pico Log during the exporting of data in CSV.
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2. Management of the devices.
The management of the devices concerns the handling of a channel or the adding of another thermocouple.
To do that, click in the figure of the data logger on the wanted channel that correspond at the real port on
the data logger.
The dialog box, shown in Figure A.20, will open where is possible to rename the channel, to select the color
of the line on the graph, to define the interval of time for the recording, the probe and the type of
thermocouple. After the selection of the changes, push Save changes.

Figure A.20: Dialog box of Pico Log during the managing of the devices.

A.1.4.2 PIX Connect

1. Instruction of use
The first step is to start the program. To do that, two different way are available:
•

Start of the program
To execute PIX Connect you can:
o

use the link in the start menu;

o

run the PIXConnect.exe file in the installation folder.

Once opened the program the window of start looks like in Figure A.21:
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Figure A.21: Principal window of PIX Connect.

•

Start an experiment:

Before making a test it is important to find the focus of the image turning the focal objective on the
camera.
Choose the temperature range in one of the following ways:
o

To select Configuration from the menu Tools (Figure A.22);

o

To push Alt+C from the keyboard.

Figure A.22: Principal window of PIX Connect during the configuration of the camera.
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In the dialog box of Configuration (Figure A.23), click in Device, and choose in the box Temperature range
the wanted temperature range and then select OK. In this way, the camera will recognize only the elements
that have the temperature in the selected temperature range.

Figure A.23: Principal window of PIX Connect during the configuration of the temperature range of the camera.

To begin a new test click in the toolbar the command Record (Figure A.24) or select in the menu File and
Record.
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Figure A.24: Principal window of PIX Connect during the starting of the recording.

To stop the test click the command Stop from the toolbar (Figure A.25), or in the menu File and Stop.

Figure A.25: Principal window of PIX Connect during the stopping of the recording.

To save the video click in the menu File and Save or the Icon on the toolbar.
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